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November 2, 1978 Roger .Williams College : 
The Search Continues For 
, New Development Officer 
By Douglas Gingerella 
The Execut ive Director of · 
Development. a newly created 
position at Roger Williams College, 
should ·be filled within the next 
month . it has been announced by 
Anthonly Agost inelli , chairman of 
the Development Search Committee 
and- an inst!uctor in the Social 
Work division. 
The Director of Development will 
be considered an upper level ad-
ministrative position · reporting 
directly to the President of the 
College. ..... He or she will be 
responsible for all institutional 
advancement, including supervision 
of a comprehensive development 
program, fund raising, grant-
smanship public relations and 
alumni affa irs. Job duties wili also 
incl ude writing gra nts an d 
cultivating rel ationships. with 
private foundations .and public 
bodies in order to raise money that 
the College needs to meet program 
RIJC Moving In, 
Rizzini Announces 
1-
At Open Meeting 
By Bill Winter "The question ,; , said Rizzini, "is 
whether this branch will. hurt 
The monthly RWC Open f RWC." He admitted that it might 
Meeting. conducted by Presidenr · draw students from this college, but 
William Rizzini , was held last said, "There's no way you can tell 
Wednesday, October 25, in the Bay_ people not to go to a certain 
Room. Ainong the topics brought college." 
up by Rizzini were the plans of · "The thing to do," he continued, 
Rhode Island Junior College to open "is to sell the strong points of RWC-
a branch in Newport. the latest -like the tine teaching staff and the 
information on the rejected HUD campus." · 
loan. and the costs of dropping Rizzini also revealed more in-
enrollment. - formation about the HUD loan that 
The plan to start a RIJC branch the school had planned to use to 
in Newport was . the first .thing build the third dorm .. It was an-
Rizzini mentioned. By this Spring, nounced two weeks ago that RWC's 
R UC intends to have a functioning . - application had been rejected. · 
Associates Degree program in "A total of 203 colleges across the · 
Business operating in Newport. continued on page 12 
needs. 
T he Development Search Com-
mitte issuing various criteria .in 
order to find the one to three 
candidates they believe to be the 
best, out of over 100 nationwide 
applicants . for the position. They 
are · jmplementing a · scale where 
the most important criteria is 
experience in insitutitional ad-
vancem_ent. Other . critieria range 
from evidence of fund · raising 
ability to evidence of supervisory 
ability. 
In the order of the rating scale the 
committee is employing, from high 
to low, the criteria are: experience 
in institutional advancement, 
evidence of successful ac-
complishmef!t in institutional 
a4vancement, evidence of experince 
with funding sources, evidence of 
fund raising ability, evidence o( 
ability to express and communicate 
ideas, evidence of small college 
sensitivity, evidence of ability to 
work with supervisory bodies and 
constituencies. evidence of 
supervisory ability, evidence of a 
breadth of understanding of in-
stitutional advancement network, 
evidenc.e of awareness of ad-
ministrative support systems, and 
letters of reference. • 
The Search Committee, which 
began in July, is currently in the 
process of screening the over 100 
candidates. - They have already 
made an administrative cut of 40 
persons that eliminated all ap-
plicants who did not have enough 
continued on page 12 
. Photo by Armand Teixeira' 
The Kaiser plant, valued at between two and three million, could 
become al mo.st · anything--depending on what the Planning 
Committee decides. 
Kaiser Planning Committee 
Keeps Right On Planning 
By Douglas Gingerella 
Members of the Kaiser Plant 
Development Committee will meet 
with Bristol Acres Associates 
sometime next week in order to 
draw up a master plan to determine 
what the plant will be used for , 
President William Rizzini has 
announced. 
The plan will be submitted to the 
Board of Trustees for final ac-
ceptance before it is.presented_to the 
Bristol Town Council. 
" Bristol Acres has generously 
offered to lend its advice to the 
Kaiser Committee in the 
development of the master plan. 
The Committee will take this advice 
and use whatever they feel will be of 
benefit to the college and its needs. 
The Committee will actually draw 
up the final plan" said Rizzini. 
Contingencies of the plan include 
·both academic and non-academic 
uses. Bristol Acres has already 
purchased a portion of the western 
half of the plant which they plan to 
renovate into housing for the 
elderly, and it is possible that other 
sections of the western half will also 
be sold. 
The eastern half has just recently 
been put on the market for sale or 
lease to light industry or business. 
"There have already been a few 
·nibbles, and we are sure that more 
ofters will come in shortly" Rizzini 
said. 
Playing That Silver Ball ls Part of American History 
Academic uses incl;:.de the 
·possiblities of a theattr, labs, 
classrooms, counseling offices, as 
well as projects that could be used 
by the Bristol community and the 
college: · 
"Whatever the master plan ends 
up being, it will be tlexible and open 
to change. The plan will be there to 
give us a general idea of what to do" 
said l\'.izzini. 
·By Bill Wint~r 
· Ever since I was a young boy, I've 
played the si lver ball. So. when t' 
came to HWC. I was elated to see 
the sparkling row of ·· pinball 
machines down in the gameroom. I 
pulled out a quarter from my 
pocket, and stepped up to one. 
There is a certain joy about 
standing in from of a quietly bright 
pinball machine, just before you 
release the plunger, ' -that · only a 
fellow pinball player can un-
The silver ball caroms off the sides, 
the points start clicking up, and the 
lights flash! It's a miniature circus, 
.at a seven degree angle. 
. derstanq. The bells are quiet, the . 
bumpers stationary, and the flippers 
stand idle. ·Anything can . happen. 
You pull the plunger back slowly,. 
and let it go. 
Pinball is the game of the 
technological age. It is the 
"Christian versus the Roman lion:· 
of today. The battle is no longer 
ma n agai nst nature. but man 
ACTION! The bells go insane! against machine. Pinball had it's . 
roots in the early industr ializatiOn of 
the United States, and as technology 
advanced, so did pin ball games. The 
electronic marvels of today are light 
years away -from .the crude 
mechanical attempts of the late 
1800's in terms or style and ex-
citement. 
The hisrnry of pinball can be 
traced back to 18&6. when a man 
named Moantage Redgrave in-
~ vented a bagatel le game. whic;;h he 
· ~ patented. It was a very simple game, 
~ consisting only of a slanted boa rd 1 with holes of various point values 
< and pegs .as obstacles. All the game 
·f involved was shooting a small £ ru bber ball to the top of the board, 
RWC students enjoying an historical game--pinball. The ganie 
can trace its roots back to the 1800's. 
and then letting gravity take over . 
. The ball would run down the board , 
bounci ng off the pegs, until it 
landed ;n ·a hole. It was a far cry 
from solid-state electronics, but it 
was a start~ 
The first patented coin-operated 
game was a mechanical horse race 
invented by William t1i.McManus i~ 
1888. In the same year, Charles Fay 
invented the forerunner to the 
modern slot machine. 
continued on page 6 
Ultimately the plan will go to the 
Bristol Town Council on Nov . . 20 in 
a public hearrng in order to have the 
property re-zoned. Before the public 
hearing , it ~ill go to the Board of 
continu.ed on page 12 · 
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Sf()i)-ll~E McKenna ·Has Plans For RWC By Bill Winter 
. I have a question this w~k for p.m.- to about 9:00 a.m., Monday : More productive use of colle:_ facilities, increased enrollment, and 
more fund raising are three of the 
ways that Vice President , or' 
Administrative and Student Affairs, 
Robert McKenna plans to keep the 
college on a sound financial footing. 
McKenna revealed his goals and 
objectives at the monthly RWC 
Open _Meeting on Wednesday; 
October 25. 
Stop-Line, concerning the $40 that through Friday. The thing that : 
Is paid by each.student, every year.to bothers me b1 that they don't seeni 
Student Senate. I know that In my to even be enforced. 
old school the money we paid each 
year was spent on miscellaneous 
things. Is the money we pay here, for 
miscellaneous expenses, or does the 
· money go to specific things? 
The $40 that is collected each year 
goes to the Student Senate and from 
there is distributed to the various 
student clubs and t.he student socil;ll 
committee. The money is used to 
help keep the social life of the school 
functioning. · 
A perfect example of the way the 
money helps out, is when we had 
James J. Mapes , the hypnotist. The 
school paid him $1,000 to put on his 
show. Each student attending was 
charged SJ.00 and approximately 
250 students attended. This only 
brought in a profit ot· $250 to the 
school. That money went towards 
paying Mr. Mapes, but left the 
school $750. short. So to help pay, 
the money that the students pay to 
the Student Senate was used. ' 
I was wondering what the story 
was about the quiet h0un In the 
.dorms. Who inacle the decision to 
have them, and who enforces them? 
When I first came here to R. W .C. 
. The decision for quiet hqurs in 
the dorms is made by the head R.A. · 
on each floor , and the students 
living on that floor. They are, or · 
should l]e, enforced by not only the . 
R.A.'s, but also by the students. The 
reason that the quiet hours weren't 
in practice when you first arrived at 
R. W.C. is probably because your · 
floor wasn't in nei;d of them . As 
time went on, the R.A. probably 
decided that because the noise level 
was too high, some restrictions ' 
should be put on your floor. ' 
"My main goal is to increase 
revenue," said McKenna. "That 
way we won't · have to ' decrease 
spending." 
One of the ways to increase 
·revenue is through b.etter and more 
productive. use of existing college" 
facilities, he announced. "The 
Physical Plant is a good example," 
,he said. "Here we have a building 
/ - 'that gets no use for half of the year. 
What happens lfl bounce a check There must be many people. who' 
at the Bursar's? I don't plan to, but ~ould pay for the services it could 
my checking account is sort of low, provide." 
and who knows what might hap· McKenna also announced that he 
pen.... planned to hire a person who's job it 
The first time you bounce a check would be to "sell" the campus for 
it will cost you $l .OO. The second outside activities. Among the ac-
tivities mentioned were conferences, time will cost you $5.00, and the 
third time $10.00. You will have to seminars, and camps. "We had a 
clear the check, and pay the charge, very successful football camp here, 
on campus last summer," he said, 
before you will be allowed to cash "and it should be even more . 
any mdi'e checks. After the third - ' 
time, yo'U lose the right to cash successful this year." 
Also mentioned was the 
checks at the Bursar's. possibility of a sailing camp. "Not a 
there were no quiet houn on my The easiest thing is just to keep a 
floor and now they run &om 7:00 c.lose eye on your checking account. single sailing camp in New England 
________ ._ ___ _. _____ ;..._.;... ____ ;;... ___ ,.1 had :in opening last year, and none 
You Can Save .. Money By Being 
A -Little Smart About Your· Car 
By John Saviano . 
brakes growl, squeaking during 500 steel belted radial tires on the , 
acceleration, and wobbling in the road today. One of them could be 
steering wheel. on your car. Even if you don 't think 
The second thing is to follow so , check all .five tires. These tires 
There is nothing worse than factory recommended services as were produced through May l , 
finding yourself broken down on best as you can afford them. 1978, and sold after September 1, 
the side of the road- -especially Third. you might want to call 1978. Also. Firestone may make 
of them had as good'a location as we. 
do," said Mc Kenna . 
Better use of the school computer 
was also discussed. "We could be 
using it to do payrolls for private 
companies," said McKenna. 
Another idea under consideration 
was use of the dorms as hotels over 
the summer. 
" We also have two and a half 
million invested in bonds ," said 
Mc Kenna. "That should be 
reviewed Jo see if we could be getting 
a higher rate of return." 
Better collection of student loans, 
and the possibility of selling more of 
the Kaiser plant were also men-
tioned by McKenna. 
' More housing was one of the 
topics discussed by 'McKenna in the 
area of RWC's needs fot future 
years. 
"We hale to decide what to do 
about the housin_g shortage for next 
year, " said McKenna. ·" We have-to 
decide whether or not to go with 
triples. or rent another hotel, or find 
another solution." 
McKenna mentioned the need for 
more buildings on campus. "There 
is no question but that we need illore 
classroom space, more Jab space, 
and more housing space," he said . 
"Even if our enrollment continues to 
drop slightly, we will need more 
space.' ' 
News In Brief 
Advisement Week for Spring 1979 will occur the week of November 
27 to December 1, 1978. Registration packages wili be distributed 
before Thanksgiving. 
All students should consult with the Advisors in preparation for Pre-
Registratfon. 
Yearbook pictures wilJ be taken of graduating students from 8:30 
a;m. to 8:30 P..m. Monday, October 30 to Friday, Novemb~r 3. In 
order to maintain proper security ,of the equipment throughout the 
week, pictures will be taken in the basement lounge of the ad-
- ministration building. 
. All students should consult with their Advis~rs in preparation for 
Pre-Registration (December 4-21, 1978), and for Mail and In-Person 
Registration during January. 
All Juniors should be certain to check with their advisors now to 
make sure that they will be able tQ meet all graduation requirements 
within the time limit th~y have set for themselves. 
Oops! 
In issue three, October 5, page ten, under the tile "Happenings at 
Aquidneck Hall," the Quill reported : "Due to the bre~k-ins and 
damage done to Aq~idneck, Scott Yonan said, 'the students may find 
themselves paying more to fix the Hall .' H.e also said, 'the students 
have no one to blame but themselves.' " 
Yonan did say this, but it was in reference to damage done by 
Aquidneck students. not in reference ·to the break-in. Aquidneck 
students will not have to pay for damage done during the break-in. 
when you were on the way to an yo ur local service manager and adjustments on 500's sold between l n issue four. page one. the Qunl accidenta ll y mixed up some names 
important engagement, like a class make an appointment to discuss March and September '75. Since and faces. The captions for the winners of the Student Senate 
or a job interview. The most your questions. most of the owners of these tires are elections should have read, from right to left, Sue Badamo, Stacey 
common reason for this type of This , of course, raises the not registered with Firestone, you , Wall, and Lisa Seidl. 
roadside 'breakdown is inability to question of which place to go to. must take the initiative by con- The Quill apologizes for the mix-up. and sincerely hopes the Sue and 
determine when your car needs Let's face it : every service station tacting your local Firestone store. Lisa will get their names strai_ght next time. · 
servicing. claims to be good . There are a Until next is~ue--keep trucking. '------------. -----------------
You should apply common sense couple of good indicators to check D G t ·o Th • F t 
to your car--just as you would to for, however: orm o· vernmen n etr ee 
your life. So, if you felt good First. ask around--friends who . ~ . . ·. 
yesterday, and . don't today-- have been around for a while, By Kim Newton so limi;ed . That problem, because of "Boston Cream." 
something needs attention. Your e,specially ones who have the same Dorm Government is apparently the expense, must be taken to Vice As in the past, it was decided that 
car was designed to run efficiently model car, are a good bet. on its feet again, having conducted President McKenna. Second, lack of there will be judges selecting the 
and smoothly, Therefore , if Second, call · and ask about it's second and third meetings of the ice for beverages has been solved three best costumes of the evening. 
something feels loose, wobbly, specific businesses at the ~tter school year in the past two weeks. with the purchase of a new ice Eighty-five dollars was alloted as 
smells funny, or sounds different, Business Bureau or the Attorney Copies of the ratified constitution · machine. lee should be available prize money, with $50 going for first 
you ought to have it checked at a General's Division of Consumer were handed out to all members, this week. Finally, Pete DiSarro is place, $25 for second. and $10 for 
reputable dealer. Affairs. and the open positions on the researching the . possibility of third . 
Preventive maintenance is much · Third, drive by the place in Executive Board were filled . retaining the present 14 meal-a- As an added treat for the evening, 
less expensive than on-the-road question a few times in the morning The constitution was approved by week plan, but allowing students the it was revealed that Val Mahoney 
repairs. Your car is a very com- and again in the early evening. If the Student Senate on October 4th, option of attending a morning meal had agreed to put on the special . 
plicated,mechanism with thousands the same cars are tnere day after however- the $500 they penalized or having this substituted for an dinner from 5:30 to 7:30 pm . 
of moving pieces. By the very day, they are either swamped (long Dorm Government has not been afternoon meal. Steamship round was served, along 
nature, many of these parts un- wait), or they are having some recovered. Since no definate The most important issue before with beer, wine, and cider. 
·dergo wear as they are used, and difficulty in repairing the cars--not agreement was reached at any of the the Social Committee were the plans Dorm Government meetings are 
are designed to be replaced at a good sign. meetings between Dorm Govern- for the Halloween Party, held on held every Tuesday night at 7:30 in 
certain intervals--either time or Another question is whether or ment and the Student Senate, P_aul October 28. Dorm Government CL 132. The meetings are open to all 
mileage. • not to go to a franchised dealer tor Nalette drafted and presented a agreed to pay $650 for the group students. 
If worn items, anything from oil your brand of car tor service. These letter to the Student Senate in an Gt.Ve· a. Lt.ttle and Sav· e a L1· ~e 
to fan belts, are not replaced when dealei~ usually charge higher rates, etfort to get the $500 returned. 11 
necessary, they will etfoct other but generally have parts in stock, If the effort is unsuccessful, Paul 
parts, · like reducing efticiency · trained personnel, experience, and will present the problem to Dean · 
and possibly causing expensive the equipment needed. They also . O'Connell. 
.damage. may be able to do unusual repairs The Executive Board nominations 
For example, a bad fan . belt, at no charge or half .charge under· .were_ accepted on October 17th, and-
: ·replaced in your ailea, would extended warranty policies out of . during the week President Erik · 
\·probably cost between $8 an.d $10, the facotry's goodwjll account. Grcisof appointed Doug dingerelfa 
, installed. On the highway it would Another - advantage ·is that they to the position of Parliamentarian, 
cost $15 to $20 for the fan belt, and will usually give you a printed Lloyd Girard as Treasurer, and 
another $10 to $20 for service. warranty · on parts that come direct Karen Tobia ·as Secretary. The 
Even that isn't too' bad until it from the factory. appoint'ments were announced to 
happens in the high-speed lane. By One last thing to ·consider is that Dorm Government members on 
the time you reach the breakdown these dealerships use factory parts October 24th. 
lane, you - may have lost your fan that are identical to your worn The elimination of on-campus 
he'lt, - plus antifreeze from parts. I think of my car as I think organized 'parties by · Dean 
overheating, plus, if your engine of my body. If I needed a tran·- O'Connell has been a major concern 
, was -0verhe~ted for too long it could sfusion I would certainly demand of Dorm Government. Bob Wiffen 
mean a severly damaged engine. the same type of blood as I have-- the Chairman of the Party Policy' 
That could cost you $500 to $1000, not something "close." Committee, drafted an organized 
not to mention a · .two week wait ' In the next issue, we will discuss party policy which will be submitted 
while it is rep~ired--ouch! what obligations the service . to the Dean. 
I'm sure that by now you are department owes you. Steve Pecchio, the Chairman of 
wondering what you can do to at In , closing, I ..yould like to the Food Committee, met with Val. , 
least -put the odcjs .ir~ your favor . 1 mention something ti;om the 10-23- Mahoney and discussed ma'nyofthe 
The .first 'thing is to keep a pad in· 78 issue of Automative News. It is ,: Cafeteria problems that are of 
your car to writedowri anything you ' not about ;'cars·. but soniethirig as . 'concern to students. First, students 
· notice that ' 5eeins ' different. This · important;, . · were upset that the varietY of'juices 
could include ·pulls to . the ieft, - Ther~ are nine million Firestone ·.offered in the morning had be~ome_ 
By Fred Dimauro 
On Tuesday, November 14, 
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. in the 
Bayroom you can save a life by 
donating one pint of LIFE 
(BLOOD). 
Last March, for the first time at · 
~WCmore blood donarsshowed up 
than the medical team had blood 
bags for, at the Student Senate 
sponsored Blood Drive. Over 100 
students, administrators, faculty, 
and staff members were willing to 
give of themselves the most precious 
. gift they could give -- BLOOD. 
Since the highest number of doners 
at Roger Williams was 72 and the 
average for the college was 60, the 
medical team from St. Joseph's 
Hospital brought only 96 donar bags 
and had to turn away a.imost 20 · 
williPg donars. 
· Of the <loners, 12 donated their 
blood for the brother of a fellow 
-student A'ridy Malatesta . who ·is 
suffering from luekemia, Dr. Ralph 
Chassaing dona.ted for Horace 
Knight from the Engineering 
Department who was hospitalized at 
the time, and another student 
donated for a friend of his. 
ln a letter. tp Fred Dimauro who 
organized the Blood Drive both last 
year and this year, Mr. Charles 
Fitzgerald , wished to thank all the 
donars for the biggest and most 
successful Blood Drive at Roger 
Williams ever. Mr. Fitzgerald , Vice-
J.>resident of the Community 
Associated Blood Banks of Rh-0de 
Island ('CABBRI), says he is 
prepared and hopes for a bigger 
turn-out this year. 
"With Thanksgiving just around 
the corner," said Dimauro, "we 
should be thankful if we are able to 
donate our gift of. LIFE. By 
dohating,. :you and your family are 
guaranteed replacement of blood for 
the next year. It takes a half-
hour of your time . and you get_ free 
coffee,. cookies, and juice! So be at 
the Bayroom.'• on Tuesday, Nov. 
14 between 10 and 3 and let's break 
last Y,e~(s rec9rctl '. ' . .•• 
I .-
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Pinball: More T:han· a. Game 
Many students have been leaving dirty dishes and trays on their 
tables after meals, rather than taking them up to the dishwasher 
area. This makes it much harder for the_ cafeteria workers and 
increases labor costs. Peter Disarro said that if this continues 
some appropriat!-l action will be taken; perhaps doing away with 
seconds. 
Where To Get Sick-
contjnued from page l 
It was not, however, until the 
· 1920's that coin-operated games 
began to get nationally popular. 
During the Prohibition, the owners 
of _the speakeasies and _ illegal 
taverns found -that .liquor · was not 
enough to keep their customers 
-~ happy. So, along with gambling and 
~ pr<1stitution, they began featuring a 
!! wide variety of coin-machines. ~ Included among these were men 
-< ~ only movie machi~es, fortune card 
~ machines, an one machine that 
delivered four and half volts of 
electricity for a penny--the owner 
claimed it was good for the cir-
culatory system. 
Ther.e were problems, however. 
By Bill Winter 
If you feel that you're getting sick · 
from something (with the possible 
exception of school), then the RWC 
Health Servke may be the place for 
you to- go and have it .checked out. 
8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. and from 
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 · p.m. on 
Tuesday and Friday. The Health~ 
Service Ext-ension at Aquidneck 
As the machines, and the arcades 
that housed them, became more and 
more profitable, the bootleggers 
began stealing them to increase 
their profits. The probleID got to be 
so bad that some manufacturers 
started issuing. booklets for the 
arcade owner~. telling how to avoid 
losses. 
8:00p.m. tolO:OOp.m.m. 
If you wish to see a doctor, one 
It was not to last ·very long, rmg. A connection is made and.the 
though. Although pinball flourished game stops. 
,throughout the Depressi_on, _by . the With the seventies came the 
end of the l 930's many state and advent of solid-state electronic 
local governments started cracking machines. ·Gone were many of the 
down on all forms of gambling-- mechanical moving parts; -taking 
pinball included. New. York City their place were LED scoring and 
banned pinball machines in 1942., synthesized music. 
and -Mayor Fiorello Laguardia Also changing through the years 
received quite a bit of publicity was the price. A game that once cost 
when he went around smashing one cent soon went to five cents, 
machines. then ten cents, than two for a 
The 1940's and 'SO's were a time ~ter. Many. machines now cost a 
of great technological change in quarter per game: 
pinball. Electricity became · in- Although the appearance anct 
creasingly popular; first through price of the game have changed over 
batteries, then house current. Glass .the years, the purpose has not. 
marbles were replaced by metal Pinball is still a cheap source-of fun. 
balls. Colored lights appeared and It has- none of messy complications 
bells. The electric flipper made it's of sex, none of the fattening effects 
entry into the arena. / of food, and never leaves ou with a 
With these changes, - the basic hangover: _ 
theme of pinbaltchanged. It was no But pinball transcends mere 
longer a man playing with a ~ntertainment. Peter Townsend of . 
machine, but playing against a The Who recognized this when he 
machine. wrote Tommy the rock opera about 
The pinball manufacturing adeaf,dumbandblindboywhowas 
companies overca~e the anti- a pinball· wizard. By the end of the 
gambling laws with the introduction opera, Tommy had founded a 
of the extra ball and the free game. religion partly based on pinball. It 
In 1 %1 the difference between was a religious parable of the 
pinball and gambling machines was symbotic relationship of man and The Health Service, which is 
located around the corner of Unit 
One· in the old dorm, provides a 
wide variety of services. Among 
these are treatment for minor 
illnesses, blood pressure checks , 
weight loss and maintenance 
programs, and allergy injections. 
Help will also be rendered in case 
of severe medical emergency. 
will be available on Tuesday af-
ternoons from l :00 to 4:00 p.m. 
and Friday mornings 9:00 a.m. to 
noon. Appointments to see the 
doctor can be made though Health 
· It was in 1929 that the first real 
pinball machine appeared on the 
scene. John J. Sloan, an advertising 
solicitor for Billboard magazine, 
invented, and convinced In and 
Outdoor Games Inc. to build and 
market, the first pinball game. It 
was called the Whoopee, and cost 
,; 17 5. This was far too expensive for 
m~st arcade owners, especially since 
the country was drifitng into the 
Depression. The machine soon 
- recognized by Congress, and pinball machine. 
Also available from the Health 
Servi~e is . a bi-weekly Family 
Planning Clinic. 
Health Service is open ,A(,'day, 
Wednesday and Thursday from 
m~~, 
NEWPORT JflZZ CWB 
OowOOg St. (off 8elevue Ave.). Newport 
Thurs. Nov. 2 
High Times Rhythm 
& Blues Band 
Fri. & Sat. 
Nov. 3 & 4 
McCarthy Richards 
Sun. Nov 5 
String Fever 
Mon . . Nov. 6 
Sweet Pie 
Tues. Nov.7 
Karen Olson 
:- Bloody Mary 50'. 
Wed. Nov. a 
Otis & Ridley Night 
- Tequila__ 
NO·V. 10th & 11th 
SPECIAL! 
AUTHENTIC 
JAMAICAN 
REGGAE BAND 
featuring: -
·Ras Karbi 
formerly with Jimmy Cliff & 
Bob Marl ey 
Nov. 12th 
Special two bands 
Spiral & High Times 
Nov. 13th SweetPie 
Nov. 15th Spiral 
EVERY THURS 
IN NOV-
. HIGH TIMES 
RYTHMN & BLUES 
BAND 
mon nights -
BLOODY MARY 50' 
every wed 
TEQUILA NIGHT! 
Service. 
The staff of the Health Service 
consists of three registered nurses--
Ruth Purdy, Lois Schuyler, and 
Kathy Flanagan; and one 
physician--Dr. M. MacKenzie. 
Also on the staff this year is 
Dolores Norton, a Family Planning 
Nurse Practitione_r from Brown 
University. Dolores · runs the 
family Planning Clinic. Appoin-
tments to see Dolores can be made 
through the Health Service. 
The entire staff at the Health 
Service encourages all students to 
stop by the office and see what's 
· vanished from the scene, but not 
before many people realized its 
potential; 
Thus, in 1931, a young 
businessman named Raymond T. 
Moloney came out witl:t the 
Ballyhoo. a brightly colored 
machine that featured an 11 hole 
board, glass marbles, a ·spring 
tension plunger, and a coin slot. It 
was an immediate sensation, and · 
over 50,000 .of them were sold in 
offered. "It's the student's- Health seven months. The pinball craze had 
Service,'' stated Ruth Purdy. begun. ' 
Barbara Fairnham: A 
Good Reason to Enroll 
By Steve Carss 
1f you - have been , around 
Admissions lately: you may have 
. run into a young person with a 
smiling face. That person was Ms. 
·Barbara Fairnham, RWC's newest 
admissions counselor. 
Ms. Fairnham is single and lives 
in nearby Warren. She graduated 
from high school in England, then 
went to Simmons College where she 
received a Bachelor of Arts degree 
in Pyschology and Human Services. 
Af1er graduating, s'he· took a job 
working with run-away " children, 
and children with drug problems. 
After three years with this outreach 
program, she took a job with her 
alma mater, working · in the ad-
missions office as an admissions 
counselor. 
Fairnham next applied for a job 
at RWC, but received a letter 
stating that there were no vacancies 
in the admissions office. ' A short 
while later, however, she was called 
in for an interview. The Admissions 
Office evidently liked what they 
saw, and she was hired . 
Fairnham was also very pleased 
what she saw. She finds the 
students, faculty, and ad-
ministration "very friendly." She 
likes the location of the campus, 
which she describes as " lovely" , 
and says it "has a pleasant at-
mosphere." 
There are currently four other 
admissions counselors besides 
Fairnham doing recruiting for the 
school. Each one has a different 
area . to cover, with Fairnham's 
being Rhode Island. Like the other 
counselors, she visits different. high 
schools, goes to college fairs, and 
goes to college days at other in-
stitutions. She also takes part in the --
Coordianted Admissions Program 
<CAP), in which counselors go to 
other schools, meeting with other 
counselors in the morning, and with 
·! 
~ 
'i 
~ 
-< 
~ 
~ 
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Barbara Falrnham, the newe1t 
Admissions Counselor at RWC. 
students in the afternoon. 
Most students, explained 
Fairnham, find out about RWC 
through a book or by writing for 
information. The Admissions Office 
tries to keep in contact with them, 
especially in-state students, smce 
in:state enrollment is down at 
RWC. 
Fairnham also reports that the 
best selling point of the school is a 
tour of the campus. Prospective 
students fiot only get to see the 
beautiful campus, but · afso get to · 
meet the college community and an 
admissions counselor. That is where 
she comes in. 
On a more persona.L. side, 
Fairnham .says that her hobbies are 
skiing and having fun on a 
trampoline. Our new admissions 
counselor also likes to organize 
things. Another one of her hobbies, 
which she seems to be good at, is 
keeping busy. 
With Barbara Fairnham working 
in admissions now, don't be sur-
prised if the population of the 
school t.akes a sudden turn upward. 
finally started to gain wide ac- Don't let religion or history get in 
ceptance. · your way-the next time you decide to 
Another major breakthrough was play pinball, though. That only 
the introduction of the "tilt" clouds the true purpose--having fun. 
mechanism. This helped control the ·So the next time you stand like a 
abuse that many machines received · statue, becoming part of the 
at the hands of irritated players. The machine, feeling all the bumpers, 
main tilt mechanism is a metal always playing clean; playing by 
wand inside a metal ring. When the, intuition, watching . the digit 
machine is shaken, . the wand counters fall--enjoyf . 
vibrates until it touches the metal That's what pinball is all about. 
-RAPE 
It Can Happen To Anyone 
R.I. RAPE CRISIS CENTER 
324 Broad Street, Central Fall~, R.I. 
1253-6654 
Call Collect - 861-4040 
• SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST 
e SERVICE ON ALL MAKES 
FRED'S TV 
SALES '& REPAIRS 
· Reel to Reel, Cassette, 8-Track 
Completestereoaccessories · If not avaHable 
we can get it for you on 24 Hour notice. 
ServiceallinakesofTVs and radios too 
Guitar AMPLIFIERS REPAIRED 
Reconditioned TVs -Black & White and Color for sale. 
ALL COLLEGE STUQENTS - 10% DISCOUNTI 
lllJ m:= 67 4 HOPE STREET,. 
, BRISTOL, R. I. 
College Students 
. FU. School of Electronics has condensed its 2-year Technology program 
mto one year. If you have a favorable college transcript, two years of college, 
an associates or bachelors degree, you are eligible. Greatly increase your 
earning capacity by tempering your education with the skill of an electronics 
techniciai:i; your options will become vastly expanded to include the best jobs 
available m fields such as computer technology, industrial electronics. 
medical electronics, communications and broadcasting. This curriculum · 
_ places gn!at emphasis on .digital and micrcr.computers. 
. , If you consider how far electronic$ has come in a few short years, you 
will get a glimpse of its potential . . . and yours: . 
NeV' Classes Begin, act 1 Oth • 
·oay and Evening Ecograms. Approved for Veteran's Benefits . . 
Accfedited Member of NA1'&1=inancial Aid Programs Available. 
rn Call 861-9664 (collect) 
rasa Rhode Island School of Electronics 1-~T· 1 1r · ~S · ·r·",! . r ·, '~ > lfl({• F1 ! 1; 1q()h I 
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-.A · Real\ 
Life' Fairy Tale · 
Once upon a time there was a small kingdom called 
RWC, located on Mount Hope Bay. This kingdom 
was a place of higher learning, and in thJs k4ngdorµ 
. -there lived a studentwhohad come thereto learn. 
One fine day this student discovered that his 
. teachers, the princes of RWC, had decided to 
take a day Qff; one that had not, been listed in ~he 
.kingdom's academic calender. Suddenlythedaywas 
notq uite so fine. · 
The studentdecided to investigate and find out.how 
this had been allowed to happen. He wenfto see the 
Kings. the princes and j:>rincesses,artd thepeasantsof 
· thekingdpm. Thisisthestoryheuncovered. 
· On August 31, Baron Jacobiak had the Royal 
Messenger Se'rvice deliver a memo with the decree 
:that the kingdom would be closed on November 10. 
M·any of the inhabitants of the ~ingdom noticed the 
discrepancy . between the memo an'd th.e Academic 
Calender, andtheybegari to wonder. 
1 · One of the Knights of the Round Table and Lord of 
the Academic Castle, · the Courageous Wilde, 
mounted hisgfl,llantsteed and galloped to the Princes' 
Academic Council Meeting to query them as to what 
they thought should be done. The Academic Coun~il 
answered with a very convincing 11-3 vote to hold 
classes on the 10th. Knight_ Wilde, satisfied and 
pleased with the princes' re:comendations, waved his 
lance in farewell and rode off. 
However, CJ.II was not yet well in the Kingdom of · 
RWC. Disconcerting mumurings were heard in the 
-·~ prin~es' camP.. So_me of the princes who were not 
members of the Academic Council Committee 
dotmed their black suits of armor and prepared to do 
battle. They circulated a petition to call a special 
meeting ofthe Faculty Senate in an attempt to recind 
theCounselsdecision. _,.. 
The final vote was 28 aye and nine nay to try to get 
the courageou,s Wilde to -declare the day a royal 
holiday. 
; The student was surprised and upset. Here were the 
. I 
-Princes, giving themselves a holiday! He decided to 
find out how the rest of the kingdom felt about the 
vote. 
King Rizzini wasextremelydisappointed. · 
Prince Toft, Phd., wasveryannoyed. 
Princess Dennis, Phd, called it frivolous. 
Knight Wilde thoug_tlt the teachers should teach. · 
Peasant Gary Millerthoughthewas being cheated. 
;The student thought about all he had learne'd and 
1 d-iscovered. He considered both sidesoftheargument. · 
Pripce Donnell had said, "My.salary is so low, I'm 
getting paid for seve,p nionths. 'J think I'm entitled 
to the -. day off."But, thought the student, Donnell : 
.gets paid over $18,000 for 6 months work an'd only has · 
a masters degree. No, that argument could not hold . 
wa~~ · 
Prince Murphy had said, "~y secretary won't be 
rn." What?, thought the student. Does that mean a 
grown man can't function with9u th is secretary? 
Prince Iannucelli had said, "I would look like afool 
) teaching to a nearly empty classroom, since most of 
the students wouldn't show up." But, tliought the 
' student, why does he think RWC -students· are so 
i rres pons ib le? Does he think they are children? 
The student thought about all he had learned and 
finally reached a decision. The Pr_inces of Education 
had brazenly decided to steal a day that he had paid 
for in tuition. It was a_n unprofessional prima ~onna 
type caper that attempted to defeat thepurpose'ofthe 
kingdom ofRWC- higher education. 
' Why did I come to the lC'ingdom ofRWC in the first 
place, the student as·ked himself.' If not to be taught, 
then why? · · 
That is a question every student must ask himself 
eventually. ~ 
Noveniber :2, 1978 
-P()irit Counter~ Point 
_-Should R_WC Stop _Having 
a ' Mandatory Activity ·Fee? 
Pr10 Con 
By William Winter By Douglds Gingerella 
A large nqmb~r of colleges in the . To make the student activity fee 
U!iited States hav.e · begun making optional, is to do away with almost 
Student Activity Fees voluritacy. I all of the social and extra-curricular 
think it is high time that RWC did activities that are now tlourishing 
likewise. on Cjlllpus. Although students 
A common feature of all facist would jump at the chance to save 
governments is their belief that they $40.00 when they're ready to make 
have the right to decide what. is good out the check for tuition, room and 
for their citizens. This belief, board, most would quickly end up 
however, has never had much regretting it 
· support in the United States. It The fee goes into a general fund 
should not be a belief at RWC. that the Student Senate allocates to 
While it·is very probably true that over· 20 student clubs and 
·a voluntary activity fee would ,mean organi;z:ations. lt also funds Dor· 
a · substantial decrease ·in money mitory Government, the All-College 
avaiiable for school activities, that is Programming Board and the Quill. 
not the issue at hand. The question You can expect that if the activity 
that has to be asked is: Who's job is fee became optional most if not all 
it to decide if students want to have of the ,organizations would go the 
" ePtertainment and extra-curricular way of the W.F.L.; a good effort 
provided for them? folding for lack of money. 
As it stands now, the school If this were to happen, the 
'decides. They have cast themselves students would lose more in 
in the role of a father, giving reduced services than they could 
themselves tpe responsibility . of ever hope to gain for the $40.00 
deciding what is. best for their they would .save. This is because the 
children. They may hav< the collective money of all the students 
students' best interest in mind, but can purchase more than it could if 
it is short-range interest, not long spentseperately. 
range. /. A basic: rule of economics is that 
If the purpose of college is the whole . is worth more than the 
education and maturation, the parts. Roger Williams · could not 
decision to keep an . involuntary . hope to have the calib_~r of en-
activity fee is a direct slap in the face , tertainment that now performs here 
of that goal. Sipce the ~bility to if the Social Com.mittee did not 
make decisions is an important skill, have the activity fee money to work 
RWC should be encouraging . with. They first of all have pur-
studerits to decide for themselves. chasing power located in one place, 
This is an area where a student which gives them the opportunity to 
~ould have to carefully weigh · the book the best acts. Second of all, 
pro and con, . and then make a they can atford to lose some of their 
decision based on his or her needs original , investment because they 
and expectations for college. -are not a profit making 
The fact that the college has organization, and because the loss 
decided that students need en· is being spread over so· many people .-
tertainment and extra-curricular that jt is iri-significan• . 
activities rais~s another interesting I cannot imagine a g):Oup of 
.question: How far should the school students getting together with their 
go to encourage students to take $40.00 and booking an act such as 
part in these events? Should it be · James Mapes or Southside Johnny. 
mandatory? After all, if the school Therefore, the pnly alternatives 
has the right.to force students to pay would be no· special events, or . 
.. .for this, don't they have the right to ·independent ·promoters producing . 
make students participate? events and charging SS or $6 rather 
That is carrying the question to than $1 or $2. 
absurd lengths, of course~ but it The same concept can be applied 
.does help make my basic ·point: It is to other organizations on campus. 
not the responsibility of RWC: to Most clubs on campus are of in-
decide if it's students require en· terest only to a small · section of 
tertainment. That is a choice that 'stud eh ts. However, when they are 
the students themselves should all looked at together, there is 
make. And the way to. do this is something to interest almost 
through a voluntary student activity ,everyone. Few if any of these clubs 
·fee. . would be a.Pie to continue func-
tioning if they had to charge for the 
rr · n · • services they perform. Point \.,ounter-romt. Many students don' t realize just 
Letters, and- exactly what they are getting for the 
$40.r'' that they pay every year. By i Co111_m_entary a_re · ~· groupmg together they receive more 
: ] benefits then they could hope to get 
t open CO}U_ ffillS_. Send t alone. All the students benefit from (- . . . . 1· each other contributions. •· 
. articles c/o The Quilfl The final point to be made is that 
· ·~ • - . . ) most students, whether they realize 
~ i it or not , get more then their 
\ · . r moneys worth. Those that don' t 
·----·-·--· ·-.......... --·-- ---------------.-.•. -,, -, -1 -.t ~-:~:;T.:;n-;-:;;;;~;;;_'.~;;::x----.. - ;~.?, .. ~.1f.,~~~.i_\~,t/~,1 ~'!ti~,~ t? .ct ~ .s~~· / 
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Battling - It Outli!QurtJ~~J!Q<f~ ye!~I~n£!.an is up against a .. 
"1TN . 
H£WS 
CPS 
"Throw the bums o,ut •.. 'T'hrov; the hums oli t •• .'Throo the ••. " 
Political Analysi 
B.v Frank Mancini. Instructor 
of Political Science 
Well, kiddies, pull up a chair 
while we discuss the Jpcoming 
elections in Rhode Island. First of 
all, if you're a Democrat , 
congratulations--you 've· made it to 
heaven without even having to die. 
For Republicans I can only repeat 
Dante's words over the gates of 
HeU: abandon all hope, you who 
enter here, Little Rhodey is surely 
one of the most Democratic states 
in the nation '. For example, it's 
been said that Republican 
legislators could use a carpool to go 
to the state house since they'd just 
about tit into a Volkswagon van. 
Indeed, at present only five of the 
fifty state senators and seventeen of 
the hundred state representatives 
.are Republical). In the past half 
century only four Republicans have 
, been elected governor, holdin_g that 
A h f Ramada Inns ,and Outs -, 
I{ W~ t e star~ 0 e~ch yea~ we ar . students and s_tudent organizations . was involved. We know - that this 
possess mcenttve \I nd ~nve to on campus. was not done deliberately to hurt · 
solve problems we have had 11' past We have noticed this lack o1 us, but that things )use ·nappenea 
years. Problems cannot always be communication at Ramada when and we ended up being left 
tackled without the ~upport and attempting to do certain things. hanging. 
he_lp ot others thou.gh. fh~ only. way R<tcentJ.y w,e tried to set up a Our main concern here is to tr) 
t~is can be don~ is _ through direct Halloween Party at the Ramada to prevent this from happening in 
Imes ot C1mmumcation. Inn for the entire college com- the future. The students at Rainada 
In any institution, organization munity. do not have mailboxes on campus 
or business the success is -dependent We at the Ramada Inti were told therefore we must rely on the 
upon communi1;ation and support student organizations and student 
of each depart.mentor branch. Here -services to · get notices to the 
at i{oger Williams College this is r_nailroom who in turn gets them to 
also true. Without communications By Ramada Inn Ramada. Often times -we are not 
between the administrators, Students aware of the activities and clubs 
FacuJty. Staff and the- Students . that are going on· at campus. We 
with each -other and themselves that everything was set. We were also miss announcements that are 
problems cannot be solved. assured that one p.r both of the two made over the radio station during 
The problem to which we would student governments on campus. the dinner hours. Students at the 
like !ti focus on is that of the would financially support the Ram ada _ Inn are requi,red to eat 
students that belong to the college act1v1ty. Little did we knQw that meals at Ramada . They are allowed 
commui11ty ,· -<h-at don't hve on- other plans than those we were led eight meal passes to eat on campus 
campus.· There are approximately to believe were happening on the for the entire year. Last year they 
230 students that are housed by the other side of the bridge. Plans were were given 10 each semester. 
college other than those who live on al l set for the event . wh_e __ n__ w .. ~ w I k. · 
- e are not oo mg tor sympathy. 
campus , specifically Ramada Inn were told that we no longer had The majority of · the students that 
atH\ Aquidneck Hall. Ramada and financial support. live at l{amada are happy tb be 
Aquidneck experience similar It does not upset us that we are there. We are simply looking for 
problems. These problems that are not having a Halloween Party at support and an open line of 
faced could be dealt with much Ramada. What is upsetting is the communication with student affairs 
easier through better com- manner in whicq it fell through, 
munications between us ana· and the lack 'ot communication that on campus. 
-Letters-to the Edltor-
ru Tell y OU What's Going On Here 
I must take exception to' the 
article and editorial that appeared 
in the October 19, 1978 Quill. 
Furthermore, I wish to present the 
other side of the story, which · the 
Quill somehow inexplicably did not 
report on. 
I find it hard .to believe that in a 
college of this size that it is so hard 
to !ind at least one member of Dorm 
'Governments' executive board or 
our advisor toconferwith. 
For . the l~st 2 years Dorm 
·Government has been decaying ; it 
actually doesn't matter who's fault it 
was, but speaking in facts the 
government was collapsing. Sud-
denly several people get together 
and committ themselves to try to 
save a sinking ship. The three or so 
people involved in this task are riot 
looking for a pat on the back, but a 
genuine chance to restore the 
governmen't's image. 
It woµld seem to me that a 
newspaper should report the news as 
best as possib!e. but more im-
portantly report it " fa~lly .. 
Unfortunately the news about O'orm 
Government was not reported in 
such a manner. No one ever asked 
us anything, it was Just assumed. 
The so called "vacation" in 
Bermuda was ridiculous. I really 
wish I could afford such a trip! 
Seriously, I felt such a comment was 
very unfair and slanderous. When 
a ny organization attempts to make 
changes, especially a major face lift, 
there are bound to be delays and 
setbacks. I won't deny it, Dorm 
___, Government has had more than its 
share. We had a1Tiisunderstanding 
about the constitution and several 
otherfaul up~. _aJI Qfwhich I feel are 
now corrected and the government 
is making substantial headway. 
I remember several occasions in 
the past 2 years when the Quill, the 
school paper and a major college 
organization was having its own 
problems both internally and ex-
ternally. I also remember very 
clearly that no one raised an ac-
cusing finger at anyone in the Quill · 
while the shake up took place. 
So I ask that before you cast a · 
stone on Dorm Government you 
should look at the history of your 
own· organization. This is pot a 
personal grudge. but just an honest 
request to get our wires uncrossed 
1 and a beUer understanding of both 
our organization's. 
SINCERELY, 
Erik R. Grosof 
President of Dorm Government 
Immaturity? 
A number of students here at 
I{ WC live in the Port-
smouth .I Island Park area and have 
found a nice place in the area to 
dine, drink and relax. Because of 
the lack of maturity and childish 
pranks (which border on folonious 
destruction) of some of our peers, we 
may lose the right to partake of this 
pleasing environment. 
A short time after Trembleys 
advertised in the paper, three RWC 
students went there and after an 
evening of drink, went up on the 
roof of the restaurant and un-
screwed a large lighted sign, 
presumably to take home with them. 
When they found it was too heavy, it 
was tossed carelessly onto the 
sidew.alk where it smashed to pieces. 
Why is'-it, we wonder, that some 
college students think they have 
specia l privileges of being able to 
destroy people's business livelihood 
and the legitimate entertainment of 
other students? Because of this 
incident, the proprietor is very 
seriously considering prohibiting 
entrance to college students 
altogether--and we could not blame 
-him! · 
If is our hope that the majority of 
adult students will join us in con-
deming and discouraging this type -
of activity that the minority of 
simple-mindecj, mental deficients 
find so entertaining. 
Sincerely, 
Gary Hall 
David M. Abbott 
A Commendation 
Dear Editor: 
On behalf of the students at 
I{ WC, I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank Val Mahoney 
for the wonderful job she did in 
setting up the Halloween dinner. 
Not only was the meal very good, 
but the decorations added a great 
deal to the Halloween spirit. A 
special note of thanks should go to 
those people who helped with the 
decorating. 
I think that the students at RWC 
have a tendency to be far too 
critical of their cafeteria, and 
sometimes · forget to give . a com-
pliment when a compliment -is due. 
I think the Halloween dinner is a 
perfect example of when a com-
pliment is due, so · once again, 
Thank You Val! 
Steven f:, J'ecchio 
Food.Committee Chairman 
The last Republican ·victory for a 
seat in the U.S. Hb use of 
Representatives occurred forty 
years -ago. 
However, all this does not mean 
that Republican candidates are 
doomed to .defeat in the 1978 
election. For example, the last 
Republican to win a U.S. Senate 
seat from R.l. was Felix Herbert in 
1928--yet Jol:m Chafee did manage 
to repeat that feat i11 1976--only 48 
years later. However. this kind of 
lightning tends to strike only when 
Democrats are feuding among 
themselves. In other words, 
~epublicans don ' t win elections in 
R.l., _although Democrats can lose 
them. · 
So let's look at some of the races 
this time around. For GOVERNOR 
the Democrats have renominated 
the incumbent Joe Garrahy, a low-
key former beer salesman who 
worked his way up the party ranks 
to win the gubernatorial chair in 
1976. The Republicans almost 
ended up without a candidate but, 
after considerable . arm-twisting, 
retiring u:s. Attorney Lincoln 
Almo;nd finally agreed , to give it a 
go. However . Almond doesn't have 
much of a chance against Garrahy, 
who increased his popularity im-
mensely during the great blizzard 
last winter, when he demonstrated -
tine leadership qualities, app~'ll ring 
on TV every day sporting a plaid 
shi11 (sleeves rolled up, of course). 
Even the independent candidacy of 
former. Democratic mayor of 
Providence, Joe Doorley', isn 't likely 
io have enough impact to defermine 
the result of this race. 
In the contest for LIEUTENANT 
GOVEl{NOI;{ the GOP has enlisted 
state represe·ntative A.G. Gar-
. bedian. an experienced and 
tenacious pol itical battler. However, 
Petting 
Peeves 
By Chris Haertel 
It's a dog eat dog world out there, 
and it's every dog for himself! Do 
you know what it's like trying to 
find a master these days'! (Just as k 
a few of the girls at R.W.C.!) 
For those of you who prefer a pet 
t~' your present roommate--here 
here! I've noticed many pets on 
campus already. Or was that just a 
few of the 'females here at Roger 
Williams? And we all know the 
real name of a female dog now 
don't we! 
Seriously though, it's tough 
leaving those furry fellows back 
home. That's why animal adoption. 
has become big on campus. Pets of 
all sorts have found new homes. 
Students of all sorts have found 
new companions. So what if the 
girl down the hall is deathly afraid 
of snakes . That is no reason not to 
wrap it around her make-up 
mirror. An.ct so what if the guy on 
3rd floor likes crabs--that's his 
business right ... 
Io get down to the biolog1cal 
facts, pets relect their masters and 
vice versa. Just think of all the 
poeple who own donkeys! This 
same statement applies to the 
students at _ l{oger Williams. No, 
not the statement of people acting 
like donkeys--well maybe '!? The 
. students here do reflect their pets, 
not to mention the pets reflecting 
,the students. I've noticed some 
bowed legged cow wandering 
arou nd lately. I wonder why? Also 
I've seen a fow toads that looked 
pretty horny over the three day 
weekend . 
It's only natural to start picking 
up pet habits once you start living 
with them. Why only yesterday I 
found my room ate, · who happens to 
be a barnacle lover, sticking to my 
boyfriend .. · · -
equally gmed politician, the in-
cumbent Democrat Tom Di L.uglio. 
The latter has claimed to be bored 
by his job but ev idently he is not so 
bored that he wasn't willing and 
able to clobber the three fellow 
Democrats who · tried to relieve 
•him of the nomination in the 
recent primary. 
After the present ATTOl{NEY 
GENERAL Juli e Midiaehon 
decided to retire . the decisive victor 
in the four-m a n Democratic 
primary was Den is i{oberts. la"·yer 
for most of Rhode Island's labor 
unions and nephew· namesake of a 
popular former govt;rnor. The 
l{epublican candidate Bill Dimitri. 
a former assistant Attorne y 
General, will have an awesome task 
in trying to overcome the name, 
money, and organizationa'I power 
available to Roberts . However. the 
outcome is complicated by the 
independent candidacy of popular 
Democratic state represen ta tive Joe 
Nugent. 
The two other races for statewide 
oflice are· virtually sure bets: ii 
would take an act of God ro allow 
l{epublican Michael Murray tc 
defeat Democrat ic incumbent 
SECl{ETARY OF STATE l{oberl 
Burns. Ditto for l{epublican 
challenger Bill Montgomery ,in his 
race against incumben t GENEl{AL 
Tl{EASUl{El{ Anthony Solomon. 
The contest for U.S. Senator 
seems tt1 be another job for the 
deity. The l{epublican challenger, 
Jim l{eynold s. a dynamic young 
businessman. is a political neophyte 
- with no campaign fund s . whereas 
the incumben t Dt:mocrat. 
Claiborne Pell. has many ad -
van tages. The "blueblood ol 
Belleview Avenue· · in Newport has. 
all the power. experience, and 
status that comes from having 
served three terms already: he h a~ 
oodles of money pouring in from all 
over the country (not to mention hi s 
own personal kitty): and he has the 
solid support of the Democratic 
machine. which sure as hell doesn't 
want two i{epublicans representing 
!{ .!. in the U.S. Senate. 
There are. linall y. two .races for 
the U.S. HOUS E OF 
l{EPRESENTATIVES. In the 
FrnST DISTl{JCT (which includes 
Bristol), there is another Newport 
Yankee blueblo.od involved ,; Jerry 
Slocum, who is facing n'ine-term 
incumbent .Democratic Freddie St. 
Germain. Two _ years ago St. 
Germain received 63 per cent of the 
vote against Slocum, This time 
around Slocum has more political 
experience under his belt and has 
shown more lire in his belly (he had 
to defeat two other candidates in 
the close GOP primary). On the 
other hand, in l{.J . there are mo1'e 
Frenchmen than blueblood 
,Yankees. there are more Democrats 
than l{epublicans. and there's more 
electorally useful money available 
to a powerful member of the House 
Banking and Finance Committee 
than there is even in the coflers of 
the Slocum family. 
In the SEeOND DISTl{ICf, a 
sure bet has changed into an in-
teresting race · indeed. Incumbent 
· Democrat' Eddie Beard is a former 
housepainter and state represen-
tative who parl ayed an exquisite 
gift for publicity and a chaotic civil 
war within the party to sq ueeze ·out 
a narrow victory in the 1974 
primary. He then went on to 
demolish his republican opponents 
in both 1974 and 1976. This time 
around things looked in the bag 
aga in as Eddie overwhelmed his 
Democratic primary opponent 
GeGe Del Santo. However, the 
GOP nominate<l a leggy brunette 
env ironm enta li st. Claudine 
Schneider, a political noYice who 
has turned out.- to be a tigress in 
sacr ificial lamb's clothing. M~. 
St:hneider has ·driven Beard up a · 
wall--in fact, a while ago he an-
nounced his doctor had suggested a 
complete rest due to -physical and 
emotional exhaustion. The in-
cumbent is back on the campaign 
trail now, but this appears to be 
Republicans' best chance for an 
And so man goes on trying to find 
happiness through animals. Or 
maybe man is on_ly trying to find 
happiness though himselfl Think 
about that one. And if you feel no 
pet reflects your personality, then 
you should resort to stuffed 
animals, for they are surely as real 
as you. ' . ' • ' . .., ' .• upset victory in the i,?78 ,elections. 
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Olivia NeWton-John Looks At Halloween Here At RWC 
By Kim. Newton 
The night was quieter than most 
except for the occasional sounds of 
R. W .C. 's sku nks scrapping their 
feet against the metal garbage cans, 
look ing for•some di~carded piece of 
trick or treat '-andy. The moon was 
full. with shadows lazi ly conceiling 
part or it. reminding you of a view 
vou saw as .a child, and that your 
;nissing-toothed crazy aunt often 
commented on. saying the shadows 
wL:re evil beings going to the annual . 
"Witches and W_arlock Con-
ventio~." 
The various types of leaves laying 
scattered over R.W.C.'s landscape 
were quiet, as they awaited the wild 
party tha t was. to come. But the 
students weren't -ready to make the 
campus come alive until each · and 
every one of them had c lothed 
th'emselves with the final remnants 
of their costumes and covered their 
faces with tin.al touches of stolen 
make-up so they could attend the 
annual Halloween pa~ty incognito. 
ARMY & NAVY 
SURPLUS STORE. 
262 Thames St., Newport,R.I. 
847-3073 
ARMY FATIGUE PANTS e FIELD JACKETS 
~EVI JEANS e .FARMER JEANS 
P COATS e RAIN PARKAS e · CHINOS 
PAINTERS PANTS e CAMPING SUPPLIES 
' :I 
·SIDE DOOR SALOON 
BEA VER BROWN 
EVERY WEDNESDAY 
Happy Hour - Drinks so• All Night 
. THURSDAY 
Beat The Clock 8-10 Drinks 25• 
Thurs - Sun 
SUNDANCE 
NEXT WEEK: 
.Thurs-Sun N.E. Expressway 
Friday - FREE BEER/HAPPY HOUR 8-9 
Saturday - FREE CHM1PAGNE/HAPPY 
HOUR 7-9 
SUNDAY - OPEN BAR 8-9 
171 Bradford Street, Bristol 
253-9848 
For those of you who did not 
attend, maybe this story will give 
· you some incentive for next year. 
And for the great masses that did 
show, maybe between beers you 
didn 't quite see the party as it .really 
was. Either way this story wi ll give 
Highwayman . b ut he didn't do a 
very good job at protecting damsels 
in distress. because vice president 
of the senior class. Lynda -Parker, 
who posed as Isis, had to rescue 
him after his beer:infested lips, got, 
, stuck to some unidentified 
keyboards . Perhaps the most 
surprising shock of the n'lght, was 
to find that the two men swinging 
their hips and deafening the crowds 
with their voices. were none other 
than Bill O 'Connell and Paul 
Nalette. 
y_ou another perspective on what student's. 
went on that night. 
With Isis and Wonder Women 
competing .over how many men they 
could rescue. and with Gretel 
attacking her secret lover Hansel, 
and finally with the garbage man 
trying to pick himself up after his 
friends tipped him over, the night 
was a success .- And me ? Because I 
had to compile all my notes, I left 
later than most. On my way back to 
my room . I dodged two skunks, fell 
off my shoes after tripping over a 
.stale pumpkin piece, and -accidently 
running into some misplaced 
witches, I reached my tower door, 
only to run up the stairs and write 
this artic le. 
The campus was beginning to Did everyone actua lly believe that 
come a live as Pipi Longstocking, "Boston Cream" was a rock band 
Isis, the playboy bunny and Joni from Boston '? I 'm sorry to 
literally shoved and pushed me into ~ disappoint you , but I went .behind 
my black satin pants an hour the scenes (Quill writers are granted_ 
before the clock struck nine so that some priviled.ges), and found the 
1 could stretch them to tit. They · group made up of people you would 
cheered me on as I did deep knee never dream of. President Rizzini 
be11ds testing the · seams. They showed us his talents on the lead 
clapped as I practiced walking g·uita r, with Dean Wilde dancing 
gracefully. a feat which 1 couldn't and playing his bass. Vice President 
quite master, since my initial McKenna was getting into the 
clumsiness always pulls through. rhythm of his expensive set of 
They laughed at' nre as they made drum s. and Barbara Franklin 
me stand and sit . until I could do it showed us what she could do .on the 
almost as . well as Olivia Newton 
John accomplished ·it in "Grease ... 
The reason why I was not quite as 
graceful as her was because her 
pants were made of leather, that 
st retched to accomodate her as she 
sat down , but mine were made of 
satin. materi al that would much 
rather rip. 
We titi ished taking my hair. down 
from the 210 restraining braids , 
and turned it into "Sandy's" 
coiffure with the use of four curling 
irons and an entire can of VOS. 
PHOTO 
WORLD II 
43 7 Hope Street 
Bristol, RJ. 
253-2248 
-YOUR SPECIAL TY CAMERA SHOP 
Fina lly, after numerous ha ir 
to uch-ups. and many photographs, 
we left for the cafeteria. 
40% OFF color print developing, Cameras, 
'Accessories, Film, Batteries, TripCJds 
We walked in the front door, -
stepping i1:1 rhythm to the wails and 
screams-- of Boston Cream. RWC · 
had finall y come alive. 
As I walked arou nd with a beer 
in one hand. and my competant 
Quill pen and paper set in the other 
hand. I noticed quite a few people 
in some really unique costumes . 
.. Frui t of the Loom" rea lly did an 
excell ent job at advertising their 
underwear. when they had their 
. own trademark prancing around at 
the pa11y. They went as a complete 
team with a banana. a fig, a bunch 
of: grapes, and an apple bringing up . 
the rear. · 
There was a group ·or pumpkin 
men who had to be rushed to the 
hospital following the party. due to 
pa ralys is from carrying around so 
nuch weight. 
Also seen wandering a round was 
a fl asher who thought he was 
impressing everyone, a Zoro, 3 pairs 
of Raggidy Anns and Andys, a 
death mobile, a casket complete 
with corpse a nd pall bearers, a nd 
even .. Kiss" themselves . 
Perhaps nobody noticed but 
some very influential people were 
seen floating around at the party in 
some very original costumes. 
A ·couple of famous Lori's were 
found hidden behind a giant "oreo 
cookie" ... 
John Williams, . senior class 
president disqui sed himself as a 
cross between Zoro. and a Scottish 
Complete line of darkroom equipment, 
Paper, Chemicals at Discount Prices 
fHIOUS FOR H :;VCHFS • PORTl:Cl 'ESE OISllFS, 
STE4KS and WBSTERS 
RE GO'S 
RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
387 MIT ACOM A VE. (RTE. 1361 BRISfOL, R.I. 
OPEN DAILY II Hf. TO II P.M. • 253-91137 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
\ 
I 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6th, 5:00-11 :00 PM 
SUPER SPECIALS/ I 
l /4 LB Hamburg w/French Fries 95~ 
THE BEST ITALIAN GRINDER IN TOWN 95• 
Macaroni w/Meatballs 1.50 
wow! 
MICHEL OB BEER ( 12 oz. bottle) •••••••• 60' 
Specials are good only in cocktail lounge. 
BEER WINE - LIQUOR - CORDIALS 
On th-e Cove at 
Call For 
Cold Kegs 
PARTY SERVICE 
Contact Your Campus 
Rep. or Call Dlr~ct 
624 Park Ave., Portsmouth 683-4441 
Wed . - Thurs . - Fri 
Nov . 1-2-3 
Tiie lmaMC ufwl'adult 
world lhroll141 
~ achild's c~'"· 
~ 
7:00 9:~5 
They never met an aduh 
they couldn't drht• crazy. 
Sat . - Sun. - Mon. - Tues . Nov. 4-5-6-7 
An experience in ~error 
KIRK DOUGLAS 
JOHN CASSAVETES 
CARRIE SNODGRESS 
THE 
FURY 
7:00 
9:10 
7:00 
9:0() 
MATINEE ADMISSION s 1 oo 
, November2,1978 -
Flrst prize . went to Doug "Banana" Kinsman, Bob "Flg" Bilis, Terry "Grapes" Stretch, Annie 
"Apple" Carrol, and Val "Mother" Conl!ltantlno-"Theyreally knew their underwear. 
Halloween Is The Night 
The Pumpkins Come To Life 
By William Freidman 
Strange things. were , happening 
Saturday night as students geared 
up for the Halloween lestivities that 
were to take place later on in the 
even ing. Many students were busy 
making filial preparations -on the. 
costumes they were to wear. 
Peering · out my window of my 
room. darkness had fallen and 
strange things began to happen ... at 
lirst it had seemed like it was to be a 
night like any other. but . low and 
behold out of 1he darkness came 
sights that would have anyone doing 
a double take. Yes in deed. the night 
would prove to be one of magical 
' transformation. · Many students 
transformed thei11selves into any 
thing the heart desired. 
The festivities started at 9:00 
p. m .. with students tiling into the 
cafeteria with costumes they had 
either designed · themselves or had 
bought . .A festive mood hung over 
the hall. and the students did their 
best to fend off the evil spirtis 
dancing the night away. 
Boston Cream provided the 
entertainment. with some great teet 
stompin music. Many students tOok 
adva.ntage of the music to dance, 
while others just used the time to get together in front of a receptive 
. together with friends to talk. Of audience, and both had a great 
course some had a little trouble time. 
recognizing their friends who had · The high point of the night oc-
done _their best- to be -cured when the judging took place 
unrecognizable. for the three best costumes. The $50 
Boston Cream did a tine job in I st pi ace prize went to the "Fruit -of 
keeping up with the students wilcl the Loom Costume" which was 
and crazy spirits. Talking to the manned by Doug Kinsman the 
group after the dance, they in- banana. Bob Bliss the Fig, Terry 
dicated they really enjoyed playing Stretch the grapes, Annie Carrol the 
.for the crowd." A spirited crowd can Apple, Val Constantine the Mother. 
really psyche up a band. and the The. $25 second place prize went 
crowd didn't let them down. to the Pumpkin People; Glen 
.Boston Cream lias been together Mq_ther and Jesse Sforza. 
for six months. At one time the And tinally the$ IO for third place 
group used to be a top 40 band, but went to Lori Tanner, Laurie 
they've come a long way since then. Palomine, and Carol Olsen as the 
The group works n1ostly in the three Oreo Cookies. 
Boston area. On the whole the night was full of 
The members of the band agree . fiendish fun and trickery. Both the 
the business has It's ups and downs. audience and entertainment see'med 
Rock and roll band's have a · w thoroughly enjoy the~selves. It's 
problem. at first, of being · now time to store the costumes back 
recognized. U_ntil they become in the closet till next year. But don't 
known, they:' are usually forced to despair, there's still good times to 
play night clu·bs; some aren't too come. Boston Cream will return 
reputible. In these night spots the when given the call. 
audience is usually their for reasons But, for now it's time to transform 
other than listening to the band, ourselves from witch and warlocks 
which makes it tough on the band to back to students. · 
get a response. Saturday night gave . 
Boston Cream a chance to put it all 
The rock group Kiss made a special pest appearance at the dance, sere.Ing "Rock and Roll AU · 
Nlte!" Students responded by spitting Ore. · · 
---- -Glenn Mather-._ and Jesse Sfon:a took second place by doing 
their Impersonation of a vertical pu~pkln patch. 
Looking good enough to.eat, Lori Tenner, Laurie Palomino, and · 
Carol Olsen snatched the thrld place prize. Q>llectlvely, they're 
one smart cookie. 
Photos by Armand Teixeira 
. What would Halloween be with out Raggedy Ann and Andy'l 
Not much. RWC was luckJ, then, to have both of these dolluhow 
up at the dance. . ~ · · . 
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Coif ee Hou-s·e NITE· · 
LIFE : A, Review: At Random n e 
r 
/JyJaqueline Morris 
"At· Random", was a cabaret 01 
songs from various shows. The 
whole show put me on this heavy 
nostalgic trip, as some of the songs 
I've heard in past productions at 
the Coffeehouse, and I've also done 
in numerous high school 
productions. 
The first three songs of the first 
act, "Don't Tell Mama", "Money", 
and "Cabaret". were very 
professionally done, as wll"-s the 
whole show really. · "Officer 
Krupke" from "West Side Story" 
was hysterical . as each one of the · 
deliquents · were snatching each 
others hats off, and going into the 
audience and 'carrying on'. 
Talk about nostalgia, "At 
Random", did songs from the 1938 
and 1974 performances o( "The 
Wizard of Oz" and "The Wiz", 
respectively. Songs like . 
"Somewhere Over The Rainbow", 
just bnught back so many 
memories, it was· unbelievable. 
Dawn Bates did a solo of "Home", 
from "The Wiz", that only 
Stephanie Mills herself could 
match. lt was very touching. 
ln the second act, there were 
some songs about New York, that 
makes a native New Yorker like 
myself just want to hop on the next 
train to Grand Central. "Broadway 
Rhythm," "Puttin' on the Ritz", 
"Wall Street," "42nd Street,'' and 
"The Lullaby of . Broadway," .• the maximum. They all gave fine · 
detinitelyhitmore,sotospeak: performances, and I could see that 
Then there were some 'boogie' it was a rough show, as dancing, 
turies like ''Boogie-Woogie Bugle singing and acting were required, at 
Boy", and "In the Mood", that times, simultaneously. 
brought back the swing era of the · All this would not have been any A Mixed Club 
big bands. where near possible without the 
The players did a piece from , "musical genius" of director Diane 
"Anything Goes". called . "Blow, Crowell, because words truly fail 
Gabrielle, Blow". me. She's a gem. Hennessey's of_ Newport 
The three players, Marina "At Random" was done as a 
Arakelian, ·Dawn Bates, and James benefit performance fo~ the London 
L'Ecuyer were splendid a~ a trio, Scholarship . Fund, and was more 
and complimented each other to than worth the fifty-cents. 
By Ken Brown and Rise' Glatt 
f '.""""TiiDes···x11ey ....... , ..1-mi~t:~:~~~ .. ~o.:~.:::~:::; 
1 •••••••••• ·~ •••••••••••••• -•••••••• ••••••• ••••••• •••• •••••••••• • : as you walk tn to the second floor. 
The interior .design is good. ' The 
·dance tlooF could be a little more in 
length and width. The people are 
friendly and . have a fairly good 
. time. But us seasoned discoers 
By Ken Brown only be one of the best arranged songs Bluejeans, headbands and beer in one . 
of t!Je year. Come to think ofit, any section and John Travolta haircuts, 
know fault when we ·see it. There 
should be a dress code and . it 
should be inforced to promote the 
disco as something special and not 
as just another beer joint to pass 
out in. That is if Hennessey' is 
really what .is to be c~lled Disc~; 
the managers n1ind .might not be. so 
sure. 
Sounds .. .And Stuff Like That 
Quincy Jones · 
A&MRecords 
Once more, themasterdoesitagain. 
"Q" has put together an intense 
variety of sweet soul singers to 
produce one of the most exciting 
albums of the year. Ashford and 
Simpson, Chaka Khan, Herbie 
Hancock, Patti Austin, Huber Laws, 
all are featured at.their.best. 
"Takin' it to the Streets" and "Tell 
Me a Bedtime Story" are both made 
extra special becau,se of the addition 
of Mr. Melvin "Wah-Wah" Watson 
on acoustic guitar. "S.uper Woman" 
and the other cuts are all smooth and 
mellow in the "Q" style. All of these 
songs are recommended for listening 
to while you're doing some serious 
, cuddling with your main squeeze. 
Thetitlecut " ... StuffLikeThat" can 
song with Ch aka Khan, Nick Ashford three piece suits, mixed drinks in 
and Val Simpson singing on it has to , another. Frankly, it is suggested that 
· bespecial. , Hennessey's makes up it's mind. A 
Once more, the master has done it disco, any disco should have an air of 
again. class about it and the blue jeans and 
frizzy hair defeats this purpose. 
BLAM! 
Brother Johnson 
A&M Records 
On this, their third million selling 
album, the Bro Jays weave an 
intricate spectrum of sounds 
ranging fr~m the ultra funky to the 
super soulful. 
Songs like "Ride-o-Rocket' have 
the sufficient thrust to blast you off 
your feet. The tune is lively and 
written by Ashford and Simpson _ 
(which explains it all). 
r---~----s 1~ · 1-;·s~11·•1t-··--·-~·------~· 
],_ & P1111r1a , \ 
~ ;MON to SA t . 9 AM - 9 PM, Closed Sundays & Holidays\ 
tSandwiches Home Cooking Pizza Reasonable Prices \ 
~ 147 Bradford St., Bristol 253-7949 -.. . \ 
~~ ....... ..,,. •• 4""9 .............. ~ ....... ~~........-~ ....... ~ ....... ~-............... ..._......,,.....~ 
" Street Wave" is totally in- El,. 
strumental and explains how 
"Ligntnin' Licks and Thunder 
Thumbs" got their names. B 
"Ain 't We Funky Now" says it I 
all . (Chaka). The song is extremely · 17 J C" 
"boogeyable,'' and recommended _/'C.E.n -dE.tfE.'C. 
for any jam you got on. . :I c)t £- t fltJ 1• 
Of course the premier song is Ii "!} lj, j, ..L . -. 
"Bl~m: · It is most assu:-edly_t~e ...... 
B.J. s trademark. A song' mixed,,. .. COMPl-~TE BEAU.TY SALON SERVICES ' .:-
MEN · WOMEN - CHILDREN B 
with both hyperfunkativity and 'L= J 325 METACOM AVENU E 
sweet, sweet soul. Manager BRISTOL. RHODE ISLAND 
The album is a prize for' any. FRANCINE SOUSA , (401) 253-2163 
collection of the sweet music. Elli lll!!lii!!l!l!i!i• 1llllE!iil!ll!i,lfll 'Bl5E!!!E!D 
Nike-Blast 
By Rich Mazzari VIP. LIQUORS 
Gr.ant's Plaza, Warren 
•k1!fi ---
Approximately 350 people at-
tended a party that was sponsored 
by th.e North Bay Association which 
began at 9:00 ·p.m. and ended at 
1 :00 a.m. It was held over at the 
NIKE site which was very creatively 
decorated for the Halloween 
weekend. The intent of this party 
was fo give people what tney 
wanted most. a good time and 
miller! 
Free Delivery 
(Bristol County) 
Cold Beer, Wine, Liquors 
Hours: 9:00 am - 9:-30 pm 
245-0212 ·Side Door Saloon -BEA VER BRO~WN 
EVERY WEDNESDAY 
Happy Hour All Night 
THURSDAY - BEAT THE.CLOCK 
8-10 Dr.inks - ONLY 25' 
17 l· Bradford St.. Bristol 253-9848 
HENNESSEY'S . 
108 WilliamSt. Newport', R.I. 
w}f. 25• Drafts 
.. W I a variety of music! 
Sat. 9:30- 10:30 
. . Free Disco Dance 
lessons by Atkins ... 
3 BAR~ TQ CHOOSE )<'ROM 
. . Astyie you'r~sur,etyerijoy! 
Coming Att; action- Suriday Oct. 2_2 . __ .. The Grassroots 
Early in the evening only one keg 
was being tapped at a time, this 
made getting a beer rather difficult, 
and 'trying to keep it in your ' hand · 
while you left the long line was 
almost an impossibility. The 
sponsors of the party soon realized 
Closed Nov. 11 - Legal Holiday 
that there was a problem, so they- · ' 
quickly_came though with two more · ************-*****************~ 
· taps. This seemed to solve the .iE' ' .. · -· * 
problem and · everyone stopped ** O .o\Jf , Nov. 2-5 · * 
COmP,laining. e t SMOKE SHOP * 
I spoke to a few of the party * cof1' · b' * 
planners who told me that this * t C\\J • N · 
particular event was one of the : a..liQh · OV. 9-12 
biggest ever, and that it was a total * I' STRAIGHT ·UP 
success due to ' the tremendous * 
amount of cooperation between the * --~---------------------
people at NIKE. Itisgroupeffort * THURS. WED ~ 
like this that makes for such a ** ·RACE THE 
successfull event. • Rock·. Nig- ht _ * 
Toward the end of the night a ** . Jc LO c K .. 
raffle was held , 1st prize was a pair _ DRINKS .75 e * of tickets to a Foreigner concert, * * 
. _2nd prize was a case of miller. _, * D • k . · t t 25¢ * fwogreatprizesinmyopinion , * nn s s ar '* 
1 :00 a.m. the party began to break- * , * 
.up. ' At this time you could see - * FRI & SAT * 
everyone had enjoyed themselves. * ··· · · . ' * 
On the way out I asked NIKE * in Friar Tucks * 
representative about the · * · 683·3600 * 
Downstairs - possibilities of future parties, he * COUTO & 144Anthony Rd. * 
Join our 5.·30 Club· states 'that chance~ of having : ' Junctlon'Rtes.24&138 * 
another one were quite ~oo~. _.So *' MULLIGAN Portsmouth ' * Buy one - get one free ~vervo~e look to NIKE m. the * . . . "> . I 
.. ___________________ • , f_u~ l!r~!qr_n:_~re il~.dJ?.orepar!Y.i'!E : ·*;**~~•*.**~***********~**~~:tc~~* 
.... 
James-Mapes: A-HYPnotic Perf ormet:~ 
By William Freidman 
- James Mapes mystified an 
audience of students with his mind 
boggling talents Friday nigtit , 
October 20. Those who atteHded 
were wisked off tci the planet Psi, · 
where everything is left to the power 
of the imagination and mind. Mapes 
reasured everyone that some 
students would be hypnotized, but 
that he could not make them do 
anything against their will , or, as he 
put it .. Anything they wouldn 't 
normally do." I 
Here at R. W .C. believers and 
skeptics fifed in to witness James 
Mapes at his best. The mysterious 
atmosphere soon gave way to a · 
pleasant and light hearted mood. 
Mapes first told the audience about 
the safeness of his act. He then 
proceded to invited students from stage and Jenn,ifer Binyon got htgh 
the audience up onto stage to- on imaginary dust. She also was 
participate in different exhibitions. taught a stra'nge foreign language 
of his art. and acted as an interperter to Bob 
Mapes chose the.people who were Lewis (alias Captain Kirk) wh6 
most likely to be hypnotized easi.ly taught an alian woman how to kiss 
by having the general audience clasp in _p.t:Qer to free his captive ship. This 
their hands together, and within a was accomplished · and they con-
few moments of hypnotic suggestion tinued their journey on through the 
many of the students were unable to solar system of the mind . 
seperate their hands . He then had The journey let the mind free so 
these people come. up on stage and that all. who participated, and those 
proceeded with the sh.ow. . of us who just observed, had a great 
Each of the subjects were hyp- time. 
his persona1 life. He calls New Jersey 
home. and is currently holding a 
mind control clinic in New York. 
He is also currently putting 
t-0gether a light show that wit~ -
background his own act, which he 
hopes. to be opening -on Broadway 
soon. 
On the whole the night proved to 
be most enjoyable, and looking 
around I fo_und myself in a sea of 
smiles. It is -nice to see our social 
committee doing such a fine job in 
getting such entertainment. 
· · notized. M.apes then induced the James Mapes has .been practicing I -myself enjoyed the act greatly 
and the general consensus of the 
crowd was one of similar 
satisfaction. James Mapes was tntly 
spectacular . 
·A.- ~· 
Kathy Shanahan wakes up In the arms oflames Mapes and wonden 
howshegotthere. · 
thought of travel into the minds of post hypnot ic suggestion for many 
the subjects and soon had them on. years. His interest in the subject 
the way to a planet called Psi, came about when he was hypnotized 
where they found their favorite and lost ninety pounds and quit his 
tlowers and aromas. \ cigarette smoking. 
_ Many of the ·subjects were given . At this time in his life Mapes is 
imaginary ice cream which _they nearing the end Qf his tquring days. 
licked with great satisfaction. Jane His travels take him all over the east 
McKeen was led to tapdance on coast and this leaves little time for 
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FOUND: A little beagle puppy, in 
downtown Bristol. Black w-tan and 
white. Wearing a rust collar. Call 
Relc;la at 255-3368. 
Personals 
ATTRACTIVE , PETITE 
BRUNETTE--! miss your 
L.L.P. - . -We all know it -was you 
under that Isis constume. K.S.N. 
K.'(Y.: Your receeding hairline is 
preceeding a new aspect of your 
life--BALDN ESS! 
SCT: Thanks for a wonderful 
birthday. KSN 
A round of applause also goes ·to 
those students on stage who sang 
and tap danced their way into our 
hearts. -
2 MIN. FROM RWC 
lllST8J. Wiii 
l J.IQUGI lllBT 
Specializing 
in Barrel Beer 
~·· •• • • •·• • • • • • • • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •: picture in the Q. --RMW 
: THIS WEEK: : H.C. & B.F. Forever together, or 
S.F.: Your Ting would make a 
lovely ant window, if it were bigger! 
361 HOPE ST. 
BRISTOL, R.I. 
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WELCOME TO THE 2~RD CENTURY. 
The only thing you can't have in this 
perfect world of total pleasure 
· is your OOth birthday. 
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le. <.1an is 29 • 
. METh.l-GGLUWYN-MAYER presents 
A SM DAVllJ PRODUCTION "LOGAN'S RUN" . 
starrill!j MICHAEL YORK-- JENNY AGUTI~R ·RICHARD JORDAN . 
ROSCOE LEE BROWNE · FARRAH FAWCETT-MAJQRS . 
& PETER USTINOV. Screenplay by DAVID ZElAG GOOQMAN 
• Based on the novel "LOGAN:s RUN" by · · 
WILLIAM F. NOLAN and GEORGE CLAYTON JOHNSON -
Produced ~y SAUL DAVID . Directed by MICHAEL ANDERSON . 
· filmed in TODD-AO and METR080LOR INDWA BANTAM soo<•I 
: l~'~N~~ .. s~~6,E~I Mpf..1 ~ y""'"u~~tedArt1sts 
• . "' , ~~ 111,,1ns ~""'"" ''CO<nn.1nv 
TH EAT ... ~~ £ 
' FILM~-1N c'0RPOR~ TED • • 
' • 
COMING 
TOA 
LECTURE 
_. HALL 
NEAR YOU 
ON NOV. 
9 & 12 
(Thur~day 
_ ~ - Sunqay-) -
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C.0. Can I please be the God-
mother? (I had to get you back.) 
S.T. 
I would li ke to compliment you 
G-man on your. new · disco-look 
haircut. Signed, Girls from 
Ramada 
I'd · like to kiss the kind soul who 
folds my clotheses when they take 
them out of the dryer. Please leave 
na'me · & room nun1ber . 
--Grateful 
To H.O.: The commuter football 
team sincerely apologizes for 
playing footbalUhe way it should 
be played . . 
Mike: You should have gone to the 
Fourth Floor Saturday. Roomie . 
Girls Beware, Louie' s loose . 
PIG--Walter extends an in-
vitation for you and your boyfriend 
to join him at hi s house for dinne_r. 
Doctor W. : - You have solved my 
insomnia. PS: _Our Irish eyes are 
closed, forever sleeping. ,--Bone 
Crusher . 
: Aquidnei;:k Hall may be a maternity 
ward by May.Girls-. -' -Please 
loosen up-C. 's hot! 
• 
• 
.• 
• 
• 
•  
. 
• 
• 
. 
Young macho · ' male looking for 
m.ature women into S&M. Who 
lqyes ya baby, Bristol B. does . 
• . 'The 1~azn1anian Devil is limp! 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·• 
-. 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
F.&L.: · Thi s is college, perform or 
leave . 
You know who yoµ are: You 
moved- off campus, but the AOL is 
still after you ! Beware! 
· : Space Brain! The Blamange always 
• wins at McRaquetball! Burger 
: King has great food! Red Sox are 
: - the best. Love Hun . 
• 
• 
• To Butt & L\v.--S. Yo-Yo's got 
: - your nun1ber ! 
• 
' . 
• C. Tuna--· D. wants your bait .. . 
R.J.M.: You're awful cute. 
--Duc1'ie 
.. •r.~• -·-._>, / ~· c •~ - _ - - • • • ' ",....;_:• ' • 
• 4 • ..._ :e . .... - • • . .. . . . • • ~ • • . · -• "'"• • _. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -• • • 
To: . Daddy Long Legs. "No . ac-
counti11g a lot ·of beer, K. & 
Spanish." From: C.A.T . 
S.L. Thanks for finding my 
skivvies buddy. I thank you and 
my "friends" thank yo11! --L.B . 
Don 't miss the Flamihg Zambini! . 
PHONE 253-7707 
DEDIC A · 1 ~ ED 
TO T HE ONES 
WE SERVE 
. . ...._ ....... 
. ,_,,,. ·--·~-r-RiC:coTii·s- - _-, 
I "'• • #"" -
f SANDWICH ., 
- '>·-~· .... ./~ ... "'_.,.....~ 4:;.~ 
!\... ~ . .. ,,. ... ' .. "'..lo- -· t SHOP t 
t 11 Gooding Ave 25 Varieties of Sandwiches f · 
I Sristol i i Call ahead 253-9879 . ' 
Sat-Thur, lOam to 1 lpm Everyday t 
f · Friday, 10 to Midnite f ~--------~------~ 
~~~ ~~
Just a ston~s throw away fron1 the statue 
_ of Christopher Columbus 
HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY 
~ 3 Memorial Blvd. . 
l Newport ~ L 847-7789 . ~~~~~ . 
I THE OFFICE STORE 
·e OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
10% off with RWC ID 
. Furniture • Supplies . 
Services: 
Repair of-machines 
Photocopies 
Blueprints 
Drafting e.quipment 
121 Bellevue Ave. 
Newport 849-4540 
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Cross-Country 1n1shes trong Seas()n: Football 
Third in Tri-States, Fourth in Districts 
mile personal best time of 36.39. 
Standings 
_By Ben Hellmann 
The Roger Williams Cross-
Country team wrapped up their 
season with a tri-meet against RIC 
and Bridgewater St., the Tri-States, 
and the District Championships in 
· Castine, Maine. 
In the tri-meet RIC took first 
place with 2,6 points, RWC edged 
Bridgewater 'st. for second spot by 
a score of 49 to 51. The Hawks had 
a number of fine performances in 
gaining a split decision in the tri-
meet. 
John Owen took fifth place with 
a new personal record time of 26.35 
for five miles. Pete Focareto also 
grabbed a personal best time 
following John past the finish line 
in sixth spot with an excellent 26.53 
time. 
After another RIC runner 
crossed the line, Ed Dorn came in 
as third ' man for the Hawks. Ed 
finished in eighth place with a 26.57 
time. This became the first time in 
RWC Cross-Country history that 
three runners broke 27 minutes for 
a five mile race. 
Dave Pallotta ran a much im-
proved race and came in 14th with 
a 27.52 time. Fifth man Tony 
Morey followed in 16th position ·'in 
28.25, to round out the RWC five 
man 49 point team score. 
Joe Fannon as the RWC sixth 
man came in 18th place with a fine 
29.56 clocking to his credit. Donna 
Luedke ran a personal record for 
the five mile, completing the race in 
a 35.44 time (21st place). This cut 
55 seconds off her · previous five 
The next race was the annual 
Tri-State Championship, including 
ten teams from Connecticut, 
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island. 
Connecticut College came in first 
place, ·edging RIC by a 45 to SO 
points respectively. RWC finished 
in a tie for· third place with 
. Stonehill, both finish ing the race · 
with 120 points. 
John Owen again- was th,e 
number one man for the Hawks. 
John finished in seventh spot. ~ith a 
34.11 6.4 mile time. Owen is 
showing good form in preparation 
for upcoming championship 
contests. . 
Pete Focareto finished number 
two for RWC in 18th position with 
a 35.16 time. Pete has moved up 
well throughout the season, and 
should place well among the leaders 
in upcoming meets. · ; 
A.F.C. W-L-T 
Units 1 & 2 •••••••••••••• 2-0-1 
3d tloor ••••••••• - • • •• .••• 2-0-1 
Ramad a • •.•••••••. • ••••• 1-1-0 
Unit 12 •••••••••••••••••• 1-1 -0 
4th floor ••••••••••• • •••• 0-2-0 
N.F.C. W-L-T 
Commuters ••••••••• •• •• : ;3-0-0 
Units 9 & 10. . _. __ ...•.. 2-0-0 
Aquidneck • •••••• · •.• : ••... 2-1-0 
2d floor •••••••• _ • •••••••• 0-1-1 
1st tloor ••••••••••••••• · ••• 0-2-1 
North Campus ••••••••••• -0-3-0 
Intramural 
Foottiall: 
~ Commuters 
"' f Are No. 1 
1 
Ed Dorn was number three man 
for the Hawks. Ed came in 24th 
spot with a 35.40 time. Ed was 
definitely improved in overall 
performances over last year. 
Number four for RWC in 33rd 
place was 'Dave Pallotta. Dave 
_ running a steady'"racet was a vital 
part of the team this season. 
Pallotta ran a 36.46 time. Tony 
, Morey, number five man for the 
Hawks, came from eighty yards 
behind the Stonehill man to defeat 
him and force an overall team tie 
for third place. Tony finished 38th 
with a 37.28 6.4 mile clocking. 
John Owen on his way toward a seventh place In the Tri-State 
Championships. Concerning the District Championships in 
Castine, Maine, John says that "I shoul~ave stayed closer to him 
in the middle of the race. It's my fault I didn't make Nationals." 
(Top ten individuals qualify for Nationals.) 
. By Bernie Cunn~lf 
Intramural Football saw Unit 12 
winning by forfeit over Team X. 
Aquidneck beat North Campus 10-
6 while. Ramada shut out Unit 12, 
22-0. The Commuters routed the 
The Hawks sixth man Joe 
· Fannon, came on strong and took 
38th place in 38.42 for the overall 
team effort. Donna LueQ.ke ran a . 
4.2 mile women's race, and came in 
eighth dut of 17 competitors with a 
28.57 time (6.49 a mile). This is her 
best time per mile of the season. 
Donna hopes that she is pioneering 
the way toward, a women's team 
next year. 
At the completion of the regular 
season, the Hawk~ Cross-Country 
record stands at 23-7-1. Each year 
shows more growth and im-
provement for the team. 
Roger Will iams finished their 
season taking fourth place against 
stiff competition at the District 
Championship in Castine, Maine. 
Gordon College edged RWC for 
third spot, 1f2 to 131 points 
respectively. Barrington closely 
followed RWC with a 143 point 
score. 
John Owen came in 11th place in 
an excellent 31.39 5.6 mile time. 
The cour~e proved to be slow for 
time, with many demanding hills, ·. 
but John handled them quite ef-
fectively. Owen ju'st missed 
qualifing for the nationals by one 
place. (The top ten individuals 
advanced to the nationals). 
Pete Fo,careto ran a very strong 
race. Pete as number two man for 
the Hawks, came in1 18th with a 
32.33 time. Dave Pallotta ran a 
solid ' race as third man for RWC. 
Dave finished 30th with a fine 33.44 ; 
E 
Zi 
clocking. Tony Morey ran a great 
race, just 15 seconds behind Dave 
~ in 33rd place. Tony passed a 
.i number of runners in the final help 
f mile in helping toward the total 
~ RWC fourth place team effort. Joe 
Fannon running in number five 
position for the first time this 
season, did not fold . Joe tlew by the 
finish line in 39th spot, and showed 
the team some solid form for the 
future. 
The team finished the season on 
a strong note, with many runners 
anticipating to return next season 
to once again struggle for success 
against other stiff competition. 
Pete Focareto flnlshed In second 
·place for RWC In the annual Tri-
. state Championship. 
/ 1st tloor 30-0 and the 3d tloor 
·defeated the 4th tloor 8-0. Units 9 
and 10 beat the 2nd tloor 18-6, while 
Units 1 and 2 won by forfeit over 
Team X. Further action saw 
Aquidneck beating the 1st tloor 8-0 
. and the 3rd tloor battled Units l 
and 2 to a scoreless tie. 
By a vote from the three Com-
misioners, Vernon Sta fford, Tony 
Gibbs and Kevin Wynne. it was 
decided th at Team X would be 
dropped fr om the footoall program. 
Ri ght now the top team in in-
tramural foo tball is the Commuter 
Team. They ha ve perfo rm ed very 
well . both offesively and defen -
sively.and have not given up a point 
in three straight ga mes . Under the 
leadership of quarterback Steve 
Novak, they recently pounded the · 
3rd floor 30-0. Novak himself 
scored twice while throwing three 
touchdown passes. 
The moot modem tcd.n1qae 
In iaen'1 luilntyU..1. 
COLONIAL BARBER.SHOPPE 
REGA-CUT FRANCHISE TECHN.IQUE. INC 
l RuorCato Halni,too ·. HalrPlecft Dick Coccio 253'6955 
i 498 MetacomA~~UI': /Jristol .. R.I . 
l'-------~--1: 
LESTER'S GULF 
2311 WEST MAIN ROAD 
PORTSMOUTH. RHODE ISLAND 
847-5223 
COMPLETE ALJTO REPAIR AND FOREIGN CAR SERVICE 
TIRES, BATTERIES & ACCESSORIES 
Wrecker se;"Vice 
SPORT CAR HEADQUARTERS TR, FIAT. MGB 
R. I. Inspection Station 744 
LE9TER'9 TEXACO 
RWC Swim Team Loves Getting Wet 
311 BROADWAY N~'h'.PORT , RHODE JSLAND 849 -3338 
By David Llewellyn 
For the first time ever, the RWC 
Swim T.eam will be competing on the 
varsity levelthis year. 
During the past two years swim 
competition has been on a club basis. 
That is no longer so, however, as 
swimming is now the newest varsity 
-sport at RWC. Now that they have a 
varsity standing.the Swim Team can 
compete \\'.ith other small New 
England coileges. 
Coach Jim Dolans has scheduled a 
total of ten meets for this year, in-
cluding' Conn. College, Nichols 
College. Bryant College, and Clark 
University. 
Swimming is the only varsity sport 
at RWC where _men and women 
compete together. According to 
Hector Massa, "The Swim Team is a 
fine example of men and women 
competing together to create a 
powerhouse that other colleges must 
contend with." 
Pr.actice takes place at the Bristol 
YMCA fiv.e days a week , starting this 
Monday and running until the final 
meet on March 10th. The team is 
presently looking for freshmen 
swimmers to fill the gaps in the relay 
-teams. and in~omeindividualevents. 
Information about the Swiin Team 
. · can be obtained through the Athletic 
Office. 
Last year , before they recieved 
varsity status, the Swim. Team lost 
their final meet to Clark University by 
one point. Some of the strong 
competitors for RWC during that 
match are returning students this 
year. Among these returning 
swfrnmers are Roger Wilson , Dennis 
Schillings. Paul Hartman, and Jim 
Lunig. 
"They have some very talented 
people on the team." said Dave 
Liew.el! . n. "and maybe the Swim 
. Team will end up overshadowing 
many of the other sports on campus 
this year." 
LAZAR'S PACKAGE STORE 
CHILLED WINES, 
COLD BEER 
AND ICE 
Closest Pacl<age Store 
to Aquidneck Hali. 
Only 2 miles south 
on West Main Rd. 
(Rt.114),Middletown 
QUILL Novemberl,1978 
The Search Continues ... 
continued froni page 1 
education or developmental ex-
perience. The job description 
specified at least a Bachelor's 
degree and thr'ee to five years 
experience. The Committee will 
meet tomorrow and will attempt to 
trim th e approximately 60 
remaining applicants t,o ten can-
didates. who will then be narrowed 
down to six tinalists . 
Board of Trustees. The Board will 
make the final decision as to who 
will till the post. 
Agostinelli explained that the 
search was nationwide, with the 
position being advertised in the 
Boston Globe, the Washington Post, 
the Chronicle of Higher Education 
the Professional Placement News, 
a nd other prominent ipublications. · 
ft was also advertised with 
Affirmative Action agencies so that 
th,e selection process was in line 
with the Atlirmative Action policy 
that the committee has developed. 
· The Committee also notified all 
members of the College Community 
so that they could nominate anyone 
that they felt qualified. A deadline 
, for receipt of applications of Sept. 
29 was set, at which time over 100 
applicqtions had been accepted. 
Each of the s ix finalists will be 
invited to campus for a da_x so that 
the committee and the ' College 
Community <;an interview ~hem in 
person. Finally, the committee wit 
present what they b,elieve to be the 
one -to three best i people to the 
Rizzini Reveals RIJC's 
Plans At Open Meeting 
continued from page 1 
! . _ country applied for a part of the 111. 
Kal• setri! million dollar Federal grant," said Rizzini. "This was 439 million dollars that was applied for. Out of 
! the 203 colleges, only 25 received 
continued frorri page t n1oney.°' 
; ! "RWC was not one of them," said 
Trustees for appr~~al and then be Rizzini. " As a matter of fact, only 
- released to the Coll~ge Community . . one college in New England received 
It will a lso have to :be reviewed by money." 
senior citizens revie~ board because The schools who received money 
of the housing plans that Bristol got only a total of 83 million dollars, 
Acres ha ve. ; out of the total of 111. This means 
The Kaiser plant complex was that 38 million dollars was left over. 
donated to RWC on Oct. 7, 1977 by " I don't know where the extra 
the Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical n'loney went to." said Rizzini , "but 
Corp. ' we plMI to ftnd out." 
666 MlTACOM AV,, WARREN 
Rizzini also announced that 
RWC. along with several other small 
colleges: planned to protest the 
criteria used by HUD to distribute 
the money, since it seemed to favor 
large colleges. 
Another topic discussed at the 
meeting was the decline in 
enrolln1ent, and what it means to 
the school. Last year there were a 
total of 1883 full-time day students 
at RWC. This year there are 1841, a 
decline of 42. 
Despite the increase in the 
number of night students, this 
decline meant a loss of $85,000 to 
" 
the school. In order to n~ake up this 
loss . $25,000 has been shaved from 
the Public Relations and 
Development Offices . This leaves 
$60,000 which will be shared evenly 
between the Academic and 
. Administrative sections.' 
A.lso mentioned by Rizzini were 
the plans for the All College Council ' 
to begin long-range pl anning for 
RWC. "We will make five year 
predictions about future costs--
including food, faculty, and 
maintenance ·costs--and compare 
them to future sources of income--
including tuition, fees, and housing 
income," said Ri,,:zini. 
The All College Council is also 
working on short range planning. 
"This includes plann,ing for living 
space for 300-500 students who 
won't fit in the dorms," said Rizzini. 
"We are also discussing the 
feasibility of constructing Athletic 
facilities in the not-too-distant 
future," he continued. "RWC is at a 
disadvantage when trying to attract 
students when we don't have the 
facilities that most high schools 
have." 
Dean McKenna also spoke at the 
meeting. and announced his plans 
to keep the college on a secure 
financial footing. (See related ar-
ticle.) 
DONUTS • MUFFINS 
PASTRIES The Flaming Zambini ln Action 
SIZED and PRICED ta PLEASE 
TttE VERY BEST IN QUALITY 
YOU'LL FIHD OUI PIODUCTS 
BEIHG SEIVEO AT MAHY 
HICAL FIJHCTIOHS 
IF WE CAN _SERVE YOU CALL 
245-2390 
Faster than a speeding druggie; 
more powerful th.an a hermit crap; 
able to leap frogs in a single bound; 
Look! Up in the sky! It's a flame; 
it's a paper airplane; it's the 
. FLAMING ZAMBINI!!!!!!!!!! 
It is reported by Launch Director 
Grosoff that the infamous masked 
man of the- New Dorm--"The 
Flaming Zambini"--will strike 
tonight at 11 p.m. by the-basketball 
court. Chief Lillis, from C.F.R. 
(Crash, ~ire , and Rescue) Hea-a-
adquarters, reports he will be 
standing by. Asst. Launch Director 
Farace and Ignition Control Chief 
Heston report, with Security Chief 
Morgan, that all ~ystems are go. 
And the Flaming Zambini himself 
reports he is ready, as always to risk 
his tights, his sweatpants, and his 
future children for the sake of in-
sanity. 
VILLAGE TOYOTA--.PEUGEOT 
SERVING YOU FOR 19 YEARS 
Factory Trained Technicians 
STUDENT SPECIAL - PRE-WINTER CHECK UP 
FOR ALL MAKES OF .CARS 
Avoid costly freeway breakdowns 
/ 
Call our Service Director, Gerry at 253--2104 
FREE SAFETY INSPECTION 
We have purchased 46 tickets for the 
AUTO SHOW AT THE CIVIC CENTER. Nov 2·5 
Thurs, Fri, Sat and Sun - Exclusively for RWC students! 
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE! Bring your college l.D.! 
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Please Phone Your Orders Before You Leave Home ... 
They Will be Ready on Arrival 
~RISTOL HOUSE OF 'PIZZA 
The Best Pizza Around 
55 State Street Bristol, A.I. 
PHONE 253-2550 
PIZZA GRINDERS 
Ham 
Olive!: 
Genoa Salami 
Meatball 
2-W ay Comb. 
3-Way Comb. 
House SpeciCll 
Chourico 
Egg Plant 
Salami 
Pepper & Egg 
Ham & Egg 
Bacon & Egg 
Cheese 
Tuna , 
Tl.:rkey 
George 's Spec. 
Meatball 
Sausage 
-Ha m 
Italian 
Genoa Salami 
Veal 
Roast Beef 
Plain 
Onion 
Pepper 
Salami 
Sausage 
Pepperoni 
Mushroom 
Hamburg 
Anchovies Bacon 
Chou rico 
Pepper -
· Pastomi· 
Pepper steak 
W ith Sausage 
With Veal 
W ith Egg Plant 
Wi th Mushrooms 
SPAGHETTI 
W ith Sauce 
With Meatballs 
With Chourico 
.With ~epper Steak. 
_11~0- ; ' 
_, '-~ ,. ~ - .· 
LIQUORS 
Rt. 136-Metacom Avenue 
Bristol , R.l. - 253-2222 
~ . -· ' 
RHODE ISLAND LAW REQUIRES 
US TO BE CLOSED 
.VETERANS DAY 
SATURDAY, NOV' 11 
.- , Come In & Shop Early. 
WE DON'T 
WANT TO 
'DISAPPOINT 
YOU! 
Largest Selection Of Seers . 
& Wines In East Bay 
• Cocktail Service • Telewagers • Closed Circuit TV • Pari Mutuel Wagering • 
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EXPERIENCE 
THE MERRY FESTIVAL AT, 
-~1·· -~·001 
The Spanish word Jai Alai means MERRY FESTIVAL 
and that's just what we offer you here at Newport Jai Alai 
Monday Matinees: 
Monday Evenings: 
Tuesdays : LADIES NIGHT 
Wednesdays: BEER NIGH.T 
Thursdays : OUINIELA NIGHT 
Saturday: MATINEES: 
All senior citizens admitted FREE. 
Bar, Restaurant , Hotel/Motel 
Night - .Emplqyees bring your 
pay~ stub or any ID showing your 
place of employment and receive 
FREE admission and a FREE 
reserved seat. 
All ladies FREE admission and a 
FREE reserved seat. 
16 oz. Budweiser or -Buscn for a 
Specia l Happy Hour Price.11 
Receive a FREE quiniela ti cket 
with the purchasrq of a reserved 
seat and WIN on us! 
All senior citi zens admitted FREE. 
PLANNING AN EVENING OUT FOR YOUR GROUP? 
Contact our public relations department 
and find out about our fab ulous group plans 
for both your seating and dining pl.easure 
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LESS THAN 2 MILES FROM CAMPUS 
NORTH ·oN 136 
- <O' 1: Ol 
TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS? 
-PICK UP AND 
DELIVERY SERVICE 
Superstock of new 
Toyotas and Peugeotsand · 
great selection of qual ity 
used cars and trucks 
Complete body shop facilities fo r all makes of-cars. 
Sales & Leasin g Service & Body Shop Parts 
253-2100 253- 2 I 04 253-2107 
VILLAGE TOYOTA-PEUGEOT 
706 Metacom Ave. Bristol, R.I. 
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SOME KEY NUMBERS 
For Reservations Call 849-5000 
Out·of·State Call Toll Free 1·800·556-6900 
For Jai Alai Results 24 Hours A Day Dial 847·9222 
I 
EVENINGS MONDAY Tl ~ROUGH SATURDAY DOORS OPEN AT 6:30 P.M . 
MATINEES AS SCHEDULED 12:00 NOON 
ADM ISSIONS 'FROM $1.00 - SO_RRY NO ONE UNDER 18 
FOLLOW THE SIGNS TO THE NEWPORT BRIDGE 
150 ADMIRAL KALBFUS ROAD 
NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND 
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• Jai Alai Gift Boutique · ~ Cocktail Service • Telewagers • Closed Circuit TV · a:i 
